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PREFACE 

The struggle on behalf of women's full equality in 

the Free Methodist Church reached an important milestone in 

1974 when the twenty-eighth General Conference opened the 

possibility of a woman's receiving ordination as Elder. No 

one person was more instrumental in bringing about women's 

ordination in the Free Methodist Church than Benjamin Titus 

Roberts. To the best of my knowledge, no detailed account 

of Roberts' commitment to and efforts on behalf of women's 

ordination has yet been produced. In this judgment concurs 

Mrs. Evelyn Mottweiler, executive secretary of the Marston 

Memorial Historical Center at Free Methodism's World Head 

quarters in Winona Lake, Indiana. The theme of this paper 

was selected with the partial filling of that void in mind. 

I have had the benefit of the resources of the 

Marston Memorial Historical Center as well as the Library 

at Roberts Wesleyan College, North Chili, New York. At both 

locations I have examined the extant records of the period 

under examination - books, minutes, and periodicals. Mrs. 

Mottweiler's sustained interest in the success of my under 

taking has made her a valuable and indispensable colleague. 

Through her phone calls and letters she has given me almost 

instant access to materials for which I have discovered a 

sudden need. On my three trips to Winona Lake she has as 

sisted me toward an efficient use of my time. The Roberts 

Wesleyan College library staff has been most gracious in 

granting me easy and frequent access to the prized posses 

sions stored in the library's Rare Books Room and Archives. 

iii 



Chapter One 

INTRODUCTION 

The honors which early Free Methodism bestowed upon 

Benjamin Titus Roberts, and the high regard in which i t al 

ways seemed to hold him, are the theme of many a biographer's 

song. Chosen as his denomination's first general superin 

tendent,1 and continued in office throughout the remainder 

of his life, he was a first - ballot winner when he last stood 

for re - election . 2 For a while, he was even asked to couple 

his shepherding duties with the editorship of the denomina 

tional paper, the Free Methodist. 3 

But the man remembered as Free Methodism's founder 

was never her Pope; and nowhere was that point more plainly 

made than in the matter of the ordination of women. Roberts' 

career - long battle for women's full equality in the Church 

(his superintendency spanned thirty - two years) 4 was punctu 

ated by two reversals. Coming as they did in 1861 and 1890, 

they virtually bracket his Free Methodist period. 

His first setback came at the hands of the Genesee 

Conference. In a meeting over which he was the presiding 

officer his coileagues voted themselves on record as opposed 

to the young movement's allowing women to preach . Further, 

they sponsored legislation aimed at seeing their sentiments 

become denominational policy. 

The second defeat took place on the floor of what 

was to be Robert's last General Conference, that of 1890 . 

Not content merely to defeat a resolution which he personally 

had drafted and introduced - and in the defense of which he 

approached physical collapse - that legislative body actually 

1 
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passed a counter - resolution putting itself on record as being 

opposed to the ordination of women . 

As damaging to Roberts' prestige as a leader as the 

actions of 1861 and 1890 might be perceived to· be, they ought 

not to be blown out of proportion . Examined in detail and 

viewed in context, neither can properly be regarded as a rB 

jection of Roberts; and the latter only barely qualifies as 

a rejection of the ordination of women . Far from rejecting 

Roberts' leadership in the matter of women's full equality, 

Free Methodism followed Roberts at a reasonable speed as he 

urged the denomination on a course which would inevitably 

lead to the ordination of women . 

The first major division of this paper is devoted 

to an examination of the environment out of which almost all 

participants in the Genesee Conference of 1861 had come: 

they stood in the Wesleyan tradition; they were a part of the 

holiness movement in antebellum America; before Free Method 

ism's organ i zation they had identified with the Nazarite band 

within the Methodist Episcopal Church; but after separation 

they were subjected to Nazarite excesses . All of these fac 

tors must have influenced the thinking of the men who repre 

sented the Genesee Conference at the Convention of 1861, 

however they voted . Taken together, they help to explain 

both (1) why B. T. Roberts and some Free Methodists of his 

era would be inclined to look favorably upon women's preach 

ing, and (2) why progress in that direction might be slow. 

The paper's second major division traces women's 

emerging role within Free Methodism's ministry . Special at 

tention is given to the General Conferences of 1874, 1886, 

and 1890 . By examining life within Free Methodism at these 

i mportant junctures one is prepared to view Roberts' defeat 

at the General Conference of 1890 as a setback rather than a 

rout; Free Methodism's last word to Roberts on the subject 

of the ordination of women is shown in the context of its 

earlier pronouncements regarding women in ministry . 



NOTES 

1c1arence H. Zahniser, Earnest Christian, (Circle 
ville: Clarence H. Zahniser, pu6lislier, 1957), p. 167 . 

2General Conference Dail l , Coopersville, Michigan, 
October 18, 1~80, p . 140 . 

3zahniser, op . cit., p. 297 . 

3 

4Free Methodism was organized August 23, 1860 (p. 22) 
while Roberts' death came in 1893 (p . 62) . 



Chapter Two 

FREE METHODISM'S WESLEYAN HERITAGE 

Roberts and his followers were formally committed 

to the maintenance of the "doctrines and usages of primitive 

Methodism," according to the call issued to the ministers and 

laymen who met in August, 1860 to draft a Discipline for Free 

Method i sm. 1 As early as 1855, while still within the Genesee 

Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, they had been 

identified as an element within the Conference known to be 

"staunch in its adherence to old time Wesleyan Methodism, 

both in doctrine and experience . 112 Roberts' 1857 paper, New 

School Methodism, ''set forth the departures of the Methodist 

Episcopal Church from her primitive standards" as he saw it . 3 

That Roberts steeped himself in his Wesleyan heritage 

is especially clear in his magnus opus in defense of women's 

equality in the Church, Ordaining Women . There he generously 

cites early Methodist theologian Adam Clarke; draws upon Wes 

ley's own experiences and example; and calls special attention 

to the crucial part played by Susannah Wesley, John's mother, 

in shaping the man who shaped the movement . Wesley always 

h 1 . 4 
emerges as a man wort emu ating . 

The Wesleyan example to which Roberts and his follow 

ers most surely looked was anything but static . Wesley came 

to temper his early, traditional and conservative position on 

the place of women in the Church to the point that some Meth 

odist women had official credentials mandating them to preach 

the Gospel . There are at least two benefits to be had by 

tracing the course of Wesley's movement in his attitude to 

ward women in ministry . The more obvious benefit is the gain -

4 
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ing of an understanding of precisely what kind of model 

Wesley presents. The second benefit is that one's having 

been exposed to Wesley's process of adjustment to an ever 

larger women's role in his revival is good preparation for 

the tracing out of a very similar process of problem- solving 

that went on within the Free Methodist Church of Roberts' 

day. 

Word and Spirit 

John Wesley's pronouncements regarding the place of 

spiritually gifted women within the revival movement reveal 

to me a man who was at times simply carried along by the new 

things which he saw God doing through the Methodists of 

Eighteenth Century England, more their apologist than their 

strategist. As his guides he recognized both the written 

Word and the Spirit operative within the Methodist fellow 

ship. But the two did not always seem to speak with one 

voice. The man of one Book bowed before the apostolic in 

junctions (1 Corinthians 14:33b - 36; 1 Timothy 2:11 - 12) 5 which 

appeared to him to bar women from a public office. Yet women 

~ ministering, he found, and he was convinced that the 

Spirit was working through them. Wesley could not allow him 

self to be an obstacle to the Spirit's progress: "God owns 

women in the conversion of sinners •.. and who am I that I 

should withstand God? 116 Since it was beyond question in his 

mind that women's emerging role was God's doing, Wesley had 

to look further at the Scriptures. His handling of Scripture 

manifests to me evidence of an inclination to let out slack 

when his two sources of authority were drifting apart. 

An Earl l Indicator 

An incident from the earliest days of the Wesleyan 

revival demonstrates that Wesley, in his most conservative 

moments, never dreamed that separating men from women for 

purposes of spiritual growth would necessarily work to any -
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one's advantage. 

to have young men 

work at odds with 

The Fetter Lane Society came to feel that 

and young women in the same band 7 was to 

the bands' stated goal of fostering spirit -

ual development in newly awakened hearts. The society's 

solution was to organize separate bands for men and women. 

A highly displeased Wesley wrote: "I do very exceedingly 

disapprove of the excluding women when we meet to pray, sing, 

and read the Scripture. 118 He should have been consulted, but 

would not make an issue of the matter, so long as the women 
9 were equally provided for. While the incident had nothing 

at all to do with the ordination of women or even a public 

leadership role for them, it shows that Wesley's conservatism, 

even as early as 1738, had its bounds. 

An Early, Traditional Exegesis 

Ten years separate the previous correspondence from 

an intriguing communique in which Wesley compares and con

trasts ;'Quakerism and Christianity. 1110 His exegesis of 

Scripture was, even then, unexceptionably conservative. 

The Quakers had found it "noways unlawful .for a woman 
11 to preach in the assemblies of God's people;" but Wesley 

certainly did, in 1~48. He rejected out of hand the Quaker 

assumption that the intent of 1 Corinthians 14:34 - 35 was 

merely the quieting of "inconsiderate and talkative women." 

"It evidently speaks of women in general. 1112 Nor may they 

teach publicly, insisted Wesley. That point he saw clearly 

made in 1 Timothr 2:11-12. When Quaker apologist Robert 

Barclay had found that passage "not always repugnant" to the 

Quaker practice of using women preachers, Wesley snorted, 

"then I know not what is. 1113 The women who shared Paul's 

labors, and to whom the apostle makes reference (as, for 

example, in Romans 16), did so in a manner consistent with 

such a reading of these passages, maintained Wesley. And 

when the point was made that Acts speaks of 'women's prophesy 

ing, Wesley countered with the question," ••• how do you 

prove that prophesying in any of these places means preaching? 1114 



The John Wesley of 1748 saw no public ministry for 

women. They were neither to preach nor to teach in the 

churches. Scripture indicated as much to him . 

A Later Modification 

7 

The exegete who had been able to reach the neat and 

tidy conclusions reflected in his 1748 writings began in 

1761 to be confronted by situations which tested their final 

ity. Stanley Ayling cites Wesley as a notorious bender of 

rules, a trait of which his brother Charles was not an admir -
15 er. Perhaps the "waffling" from his original position 

which becomes apparent from 1761 onwards in his writings re 

flects a weakness of the kind to which Ayling points. But 

I suspect we have here evidence of Wesley's continued attempts 

to effect harmony between what he was reading in the Word and 

what he was seeing the Spirit do in the Church. 

Mrs. Sarah Crosby had been "meeting" classes in 

Derby. Although it was her responsibility to deal with class 

members on an individual basis, she was more than once con 

fronted by 200 attendees. Prescribed procedures were simply 

inadequate. She turned to exhortation of the entire assembly. 

Then she turned to Wesley, who supported her in her decision 

and counselled her as to how she might handle future such 

crises without laying herself open to the charge of having 

preached: she could combine short exhortations with readings, 

perhaps from "one of the most awakening sermons" to which she 
16 should have access, "as other women have done long ago." 

In a letter addressed to Grace Walton, later in the 

same year, Wesley further elaborated upon the approach he 

recommended to women in such times of emergency . Their ex 

hortations should not exceed five or six minutes. In this 

manner they would not be guilty of having preached (with 

preaching thus defined in terms of its duration). Much time 

h ld b . . . d . 17 sou e spent 1n singing an praying. 

"Keep as far from what is called preaching as you 

can," he wrote to Mrs. Crosby in 1769. And to that end he 
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cautioned her never to take a text; never to speak without a 

break for more than five minutes; and always to refer to the 

h . . 18 
gat ering as a prayer meeting . 

Perhaps his female workers could sidestep the charge 

of their being preachers by devices such as these. But there 

was another matter to be dealt with: 1 Timothy 2:11 - 12 pro 

hibits women from teaching men; and class leaders were teach 

ing men. Wesley spoke to this issue in his previously - cited 

letter to Grace Walton, maintaining that the apostle had 

reference only to a woman's teaching "in a congregation" 

(that is, when the congregation is gathered for worship) and 

that this had always been his understanding of the passage. 19 

One further textual knot needed to be untied. Women 

are not so much as to speak in the church, according to the 

same passage, 1 Timothy 2:11 - 12. The question was inevitably 

put to Wesley (at the Conference of 1765): "How can we en 

courage the women in the bands to speak, since 'it is a shame 

for women to speak in the church'?" His answer, set in the 

context of discussion regarding the bands, is just as applic 

able to the class. In saying that women should not speak 

the apostle meant that women should not teach in public wor-

h . 20 
ship.

In sum, Wesley in 1769 could continue to endorse what 

he had maintained in 1748 . His female band and class leaders 

were not preaching, by his definition, and they were not teach 

ing in public worship services . And this rationale seems to 

have met the need of the hour . 

Finally, Licensed Lady Preachers 

In 1771 Wesley began to address himself to the simple 

truth of the matter: some Methodist women were preaching. 

The earlier dealings in semantics were no longer appropriate. 

He stood by his earlier interpretation of the passages in 

1 Corinthians and 1 Timothy. But he noted that even Paul 

allowed exceptions to his general rule in special cases; and 

Wesley was convinced that what God was doing through his women 
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was an "extraordinary" thing. 21 And so the issue between 

the Quakers and Methodists was no longer what it had been in 

1748. Speaking of the Scriptural restraint on women's preach

ing which Wesley had defended but they had failed to recognize, 

he concluded: 

They flatly deny the rule itself, although it stands 
clear in the Bible. We allow the rule; only we believe 
it admits of some exceptions. 

In 1787 he and his Conference were ready, in at least 

some cases, to places preaching women within the official 

structure of Methodism. Sarah Mallet received permission to 

preach "by order of Mr. Wesley and the Conference, 1123 and 

Mary Bosanquet Fletcher was approved by that same Conference, 

"so long as she preaches our doctrine and attends to our dis 

cipline.1124 The widow of John Fletcher had gathered crowds 

numbering as many as 3,000 persons. She found precedent for 

her ministry in the stories of Mary, who carried news of the 

Savior's resurrection to his disciples, and of the Samaritan 

woman who spoke of Jesus to her whole community. 25 

Preachers, Not Pastors 
Wesley saw a logical connection between the minis 

tries of his lay preachers and of those women in the move -

ment whose ventures into public preaching were in violation 

of at least the letter of the apostolic rule: both groups 

were fulfilling an extraordinary calling. 26 It's important 

to note that neither group received ordination. They handled 

the Word, not the sacraments. They were preachers and teachers 

in an itinerant capacity, not settled pastors. 

Methodist women continued to function at this level 

throughout Wesley's lifetime and until the Conference of 

1835. From that point on and for a long time to come, women 

virtually disappeared from the connexion's pulpits.27 
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Summary

When B.T. Roberts and the early Free Methodists 

examined the doings and the sayings of their spiritual men 

tor and the saga of Methodism's early exploits, they read 

of women as well as men who were reportedly used mightily 

as channels of the converting power of God. Many of these 

women were exhorters in usually small gatherings; but others 

were preachers in sometimes large assemblies. The Free Meth 

odists found the New Testament and the early Christian pat 

terns of ministry which it portrays interpreted in a way that 

exhibited a healthy respect for the authority of the Scrip 

tures even when the societies and tradition parted company 

as to women's proper role. They were confronted by the fact 

that, except in the matter of the handling of the sacraments, 

at least some women had been given the substance of ordina 

tion (authority to preach the Word of God in the congregation) 

if not its form. 
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Chapter Three 

THE INFLUENCE OF THE HOLINESS MOVEMENT 
UPON EARLY FREE METHODISTS 

There were those both within American Methodism and 

without who, early in the Nineteenth Century, clamored for 

a re - emphasis of the Wesleyan distinctive of Christian Per 

fection . They called America unto holiness using camp meet 

ings and revival services as their main rallying points. 1 

Official Methodism of the time took a dim view of a woman's 

preaching; the holiness movement, on the contrary, not only 

provided women with a forum but persistently and deliberately 

encouraged women's vocal participation in the pursuit of the 

movement's goals . 2 While not many of these women became 

preachers, some did3 and, especially before the Civil War, 

the activities of the rest provided an atmosphere supportive 

of the plucky few . 4 

The Woman's Century 

It is to be noted that the Methodist Episcopal 

Church's attitude toward women in the pulpit was in keeping 

with the spirit of the times . Pressures were upon evangel 

ical women from almost every quarter to find their own 

personal happiness and to satisfy their Creator's intent 

for them by attending to the needs of the family and the 

home . 5 The holiness movement helped make the Nineteenth 

Century the "Woman's Century . 116 Charles G. Finney and Mrs. 

Phoebe Palmer were universally acclaimed as revival circuit 

stars of the first magnitude. Our examination of the influ 

ence which the holiness movement exerted on the earliest Free 

14 
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Methodists - and upon Evangelicalism generally - revolves 

around Finney and Palmer and the stamp they left on the move 

ment. If Finney "blazed the path for the emancipation of 

women in America, 117 Palmer was Exhibit A of such emancipa-
. 8 

tion.8

Charles G. Finney 

Finney was both a lawyer and an ordained Presbyterian 

clergyman. His ministry had hardly begun (1824) when persons 

affected by his preaching began to encourage women to pray 

and to testify in public meetings in western New York State. 9 

Personal experience had impressed upon Finney the 

power of a woman's prayers; the one who was to become his 

first wife had prayed for him, and he had turned to Christ. 

Ever afterward he relied upon the prayers of God's people, 

certainly including women, to prepare the way for what the 

Spirit would do through his preaching. Prayer meetings for 

women only were common enough. But frequently men and women 
10 . 

met together to pray. 

Under his prompting, Finney's female supporters went 

even further. He expected them to be agents for the answer

ing of their own prayers. They were to go to the ones for 

whom they had prayed, to exhort them in the name of Jesus, 

and to seek to bring them to faith right where they were at 

h 
. 11 . 

t e time. 

Other revivalists balked at Finney's "New Measures". 

They warned of dire consequences for the congregations touched 

by the trend. A meeting called in 1827 to hammer out differ 

ences produced no meeting of the minds. Women's vocal partie 

ipation remained a prominent characteristic of Finneyite 

revival efforts. 12 

His life became more settled by 1835 when he began 

to divide his time between a New York City pastorate and a 

professorship in theology at Ohio's Oberlin College. It was 

at this point that Finney gave himself in earnest to the study 

of Wesley's views on Christian Perfection. 13 He would become 
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a champion of the very doctrine so close to the heart of 

·B.T. Roberts just as th~ latter was corning on the scene 

(first pastorate 1848). 14 

Finney's commitment to perfectionism only intensified 

his commitment to women's full employment in the work of God. 

He followed Wesley in viewing conversion as a summons to 

action on the part of every believer15 on a variety of levels. 

One of these levels especially rooted in his perfectionism 

was the improvement of society through the leavening influence 

of Christian reformers. Like Wesley, Finney strove for per

fection in society as well as in the individual. A mark of 

the age was the burgeoning of moral reform societies in 

which Evangelical women played a major role. 16 They volun

teered in prodigious numbers, and became "an army in search 

of battles. 1117 "Finney threw his weight behind" women's 

advancement to a public role. 18 The New York Female Moral 

Reform Society, for example, was organized and headquartered 

at his Second Free Presbyterian Church. 19 America became 

accustomed to hearing women speak out on the issues of the 

day, and women became accustomed to speaking. One of the 

issues to which they addressed themselves was women's rights. 

Numbers of those who became activists in that direction had 

sat under Finney's preaching. 20 

Phoebe Palmer 

Sarah Lankford and Phoebe Palmer were sisters and 

Methodists. They, with their husbands, shared a New York 

City residence. Thomas Lankford was a businessman, Walter 

Palmer a medical doctor. Sarah was the first of the sisters 

to enter into the experience of entire sanctification, in 

1835. In gratitude she opened her home to host a Tuesday 

evening prayer meeting the stated objective of which was to 

h 1
. 21 . 

promote o iness. 

Phoebe's deeper work came more than two years later. 

Then she burst upon the scene with power, through her writings 

and her public addresses; and she found a ready market for her 
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own special brand of "second blessing" teaching. Like Finney, 

Palmer became especially prominent along the eastern seaboard, 

cradle of Free Methodism, in states where Roberts would spend 

years significant in his own spiritual development. 22 

Phoebe Palmer had become a new person through her 

holiness experience. The woman who then began to minister 

, to the masses had undergone a metamorphosis. In spite of 

the fact that she had been raised in a staunch Methodist home, 

had early responded to the Gospel, and had with her husband 

established a solid Christian home, Phoebe had . been troubled 

b h . . 1 d. . 23 a out er sp1r1tua con 1t1on: 

I am so often fearful and unbelieving ••.• I 
shrink from crosses, and often bring condemnation upon 
my soul. I .•• am wanting in courage, faith, and 
fervour, .•. my z~mid nature too often shrinks when 
duty is presented. · 

She had been too contented in her domestic role, she 

later confessed, too ready to follow her husband's lead in 

all things, too susceptible to allowing activities related 

to the home to crowd out her religious responsibilities. 

Three of her children died; and the lesson that she took away 

from each of those painful experiences was that "Jesus must 

and shall have the uppermost seat in my heart. 1125 She gave 

herself to the conversion of unbelievers and to the perfection 

of the saints. She leaned upon her God for aid in balancing 

her responsibilities to her mushrooming ministry and to her 

husband, home, and family. 26 

Phoebe began to substitute for her husband in his 

absences from the class of which he was the leader at Allen 

Street Methodist Episcopal Church. In late 1839 she was 

given a class of her own, a "first" for Methodist women in 

. New York City. 27 That same year the Tuesday - night meeting 

at the Palmer home, now under her leadership, was open to 

men, and "soon ministers and laymen were attending in great 

numbers, and the weekly gatherings became a center for the 
promotion of Methodist holiness doctrines in the 1840's and 

l8SO's. 1128 
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In 1859 Phoebe produc ed a 429 - paga cr~do on women's 

destiny to preach the Gospel . Entitled, The Promise of the 

Fa the·r; or a Neglected S12ecialty of the Last Days, it called 

attention to the f act that Joel had promised that the day 

would come when women would prophesy and that Peter, on the 

d f P h d d . . 1 29 1 ay o entecost, a announce its arr1va • Pa mer was 

willing to leave preaching in the technical sense to men; but 

every believer was encouraged to seek the gift of prophecy -

that is, the ability to share the · Gospel effectively - and 

to. employ it "as far as in them lies, under all possible cir 

cumstances . 1130 This, to Phoebe, was Scriptural preaching; 

and preaching thus defined was women's mandate . 31 

Yet Phoebe Palmer was no women's rights activist . 

She made it clear that only in exceptional cases would God 

call women to forsake their "proper sphere," the home, to 

preach . "We bel i eve woman has her legitimate sphere of 

action, which differs in most ca~es materially from that of 

min; and in this legitimate sphere she is both happy and use 
ful . 1132 

Phoebe Palmer and the Robert s es 

We have yet to consider (pp . 32 - 34) Ellen Lois Stowe 

who, in 1849, was married to B. T. Roberts . Ellen was an 

active member of New York City's Allen Street Methodist Epis 

copal Church on her nineteenth birthday, March 4, 1844 . That 

week her class was dissolved, and she was assigned to the 

. group then led by Dr. Walter Palmer, as previously d i scussed . 

Her handwritten, unpublished diary of the period makes several 

references to the Palmers for a twelve - month period beginning 

at that time; and items of substance appear in her accounts 

of the period February/March , 1845 . On some occasions Mrs . 

Palmer assisted her husband, while at other times she was in 

charge . 33 

Most of Ellen's nineteenth year was a period of deep 

spiritual depression . Sometimes she ye arned for death . She 

longed to be more fully surrendered to the wi ll of God . Mrs . 
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Palmer was telling her class that Jesus "required the great 

est sacrifice we could make . 1134 Sometimes Ellen doubted her 

salvation . On March 13 Phoebe Palmer offered advice that 

she took seriously: "You must be definite in your petitions, 

ask the Lord for holiness. 1135 Ellen tried to walk in this 

new light, but she failed to achieve the experience she craved. 

Later in the week she talked again of "despair," of needing 

"a change within," of lacking "the witness of the Spirit" 

that she had been "cleansed from all sin," of being "tempted 
. 1· . II f h . II .d . . . d 1136 to give up re 1g1on, o not aving ev1 ence sin is remove • 

Ellen grudgingly accepted a Sabbath School teaching 

position at Green Street Methodist Episcopal Church during 

this period. For some four years she taught there but main 

tained her membership at Allen Street. But her diary makes 

no more significant references to the Palmers. 37 

Ellen Stowe always wrote of Mrs . Palmer with fondness 

and admiration. She accepted Mrs. Palmer's interpretation 

of the way to holiness, but she didn't receive the experience 

under Mrs. Palmer's ministry. That came in January, 1853 at 

the Niagara Street Methodist Episcopal Church in Buffalo. 

Her husband was the pastor, and John Wesley Redfield, M.D., 

was the principal revivalist in a protracted series of meet -
. 38 1ngs. 

Dr. and Mrs. Palmer were both present on the occasion 

when B.T. Roberts gave witness to the experience of holiness. 

The year was 1850, and the place the Collins camp meeting. 

Roberts offers two accounts. In one 39 he noted that "Mrs. 

Palmer attended •.• and labored for the promotion of holi 

ness with great zeal and success.'' In the other40 his atten

tion was on Presiding Elder Eleazar Thomas, who kept the 

Cattaraugus District in a "flame of revival," and "felt divine 

ly commissioned to preach holiness in every sermon . 1141 He 

added, "At a camp -meeting which he held • • . at which Dr. 

and Mrs. Palmer were present, we received the blessing of 

holiness . 1142 If we had only the first account, there might 

be grounds for reading more into the account than is actually 
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there. But the subdued wording of the second account makes 

me slow to attach any real significance to this encounter 

between ·B; T. Roberts and Phoebe Palmer, especially insofar 

as the scope of this paper is concerned. 

1858 and Beyond 

The year 1858 has been called "the climax of holiness 

sentiment" and "a year of phenomenal revival which spread 

like wildfire across the prairies . 1143 Palmer spent many of 

those months in Canada. Finney and his second wife, Elizabeth 

Ford Atkinson, ended the year with a voyage to England. A 

speaker in her own right, Elizabeth had begun a public mini5 -

try there ten years earlier. She started afresh, and the 
44 crowds came as before. 

Female reformers of the period who were touched by 

and in sympathy with the leaders of the holiness movement 

include Catharine Booth, Frances Willard, and Hannah Whitall 

Smith . Booth and her husband left British Methodism, where 

both had been preaching, to found the Salvation Army in 1878 . 

The Army was committed from its outset to both the doctrine 

of holiness and the equality of women . Willard was to become 

in 1879 national president of the Woman's Christian Temperance 

Union and an ardent suffragette . Her call unto holiness pre 

ceded by ten years her public activism . Willard's story is 

all the more significant in that she was first awakened by 

Finney's ministry , then led on to perfection by Palmer. 

Hannah Smith, a holiness movement leader in her own right, 

still speaks though dead through her ever - popular book, The 

Christian's Secret of a HaEPY Life, first printed in 1875 . 45 
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The Holiness Movement and Feminism 

Women of Sp i~it offers a fascinating analysis of 

the holiness movement's "cons is.tent feminist thrust . " I ts 

bearing upon the subject of women's role within Free Meth 

odism's ministry is sel£ - evident. 

The Place of Public Witness 

Seekers after holiness were compelled by the nature 

of things to be prepared to speak out about what the Lord 

had done for them . Some teachers advised that one's assur 

ance that the gift had been given would come only after one 

had borne public witness that it had been received by faith, 

apart from feeling . Women were f orced "to burst the cocoon 
46 of women's sphere . " 

It was the theology of the . •• movement and the 
essential nature of the place of public testimony in 
the holiness experience which gave many an otherwise 
timid woman the authority and the power to speak out 
"as the Holy Spirit led her . " To those f~o allowed 
the theology, the logic was irrefutable . 

The Use of Scripture 

Personal experience became the litmus test of right 

interpretation of the Scriptures . Because'' .•• there is 

neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free, there 

is neither male nor female •• • in Christ Jesus," Galatians 

3:28 became grist for the mills of the proponents of equal 

rights for women . 48 Others (like Phoebe Palmer) argued, 

from the vantage point of Acts 2:17 - 18, that the day when 

women as well as men would prophesy had dawned a lready, that 

the long - awaited latter rains were here, that Jesus was about 

to return to earth . 49 

In seeking "to implement kingdom norms which would 

usher in the millennium on earth1150 some refused to allow 

the Church's first - century model to inhibit progress in re 

form. They were of the opinion that the apostles were some 

times limited by the culture of their day from bringing all 
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the implications of the Gospel to bear upon society. Instead, 

they sowed seed that only later would bear fruit, as for in 

stance in the abolition of slavery and women's full equality. 51 

A_ Matter of Stewardship 

As the doctrine of entire sanctification came to be 

interpreted in terms of the Pentecostal experience, baptism 

with the Holy Spirit, it was expected that the Spirit would 

come bringing gifts and power. The aim of both was seen as 

the enabling of the believer to bear witness to the Risen 

Lord. Since the charismatic endowments would be foolishly 

squandered upon anyone who failed to use them, logic demanded 

that women not be commanded to remain silent and thus betray 

h 
. 52 

t e1r trust. 

Pragmatic Considerations 

Improvization was always characteristic of the holi 

ness movement's prime movers . Wesley departed from tradi 

tion in a number of ways, among which were his employment of 

"field preaching, lay ministers, women preachers, class meet 

ings.1153 Finney had his New Measures, and Palmer modelled 

them. Other revivalists, following a logic similar to Wesley's, 

allowed women to speak without preaching by asking them to 

read Scripture stopping along the way, from time to time, to 

interject their thoughts. In each instance, the "criterion 

for acceptability was success ••• in winning souls and 

encouraging holiness. 1154 

Said Finney, 'if God blesses the measure itself, it 
is rebuking God to pronounce it unwise •••• Tfie 55 success of the measure .•. demonstrates its wisdom."' 

Perfecting Church and Society 

The doctrine of perfectionism breeds discontent with 

things as they are, not only within the believer but in all 

areas of interpersonal relationships as well . The holiness 

movement charged the established churches with failure to 

lead the way toward the reformation of many aspects of Amer -
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ican life. The plight of women in the congregation and in 

the community was one wrong among many which needed right 

ing, perfectionists maintained . 56 

The Effects of Institutionalization 

As we have already noted, what bound the members of 

the holiness movement together was their common commitment 

to Wesleyan holiness doctrine. But several other interst 

groups were represented within the whole, groups who held 

to doctrines and customs which all the members of the larger 

body did not shareo From time to time splinter groups 

separated to form denominations for the pursuit of their own 

specific objectives. Th~se frequently needed the talented 

women in their ranks to fill positions of leadership, and 

they used them - a trait characteristic of young movements, 

"more fluid, flexible in terms of organization and rule" 

than of older ones. But "as the sects have evolved into 

churches, the number of ordained women has decreased, 1157 and 

they have become the victims of "professionalization11
•

58 

Sumrnarz 

B.T. Roberts spent his youth and his first years of 

ministry in a denomination which was at the time virtually 

the backbone of the holiness movement whose very label iden 

tified its constituents with Methodism's founder. His minis

try in the Genesee Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church 

placed him both in terms of chronology and of geography at a 

place where he would be exposed to the full force of the effects 

of the presence of Finney and Palmer. He and his wife each 

had personal encounters of undetermined magnitude with Phoebe 

Palmer. His Free Methodist contemporaries of the Genesee 

Convention of this period shared his circumstances. 

From its inception the holiness movement provided an 

environment in which attitudes favorable to the use of women 

in public ministry at all levels could flourish. Christendom 
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was in an alarmingly low spiritual condition, by their esti

mation of things, warranting the employment of extraordinary 

measures in the spreading of holiness in the church and in 

society. Every available sympathizer, with every conceivable 

talent, was pressed into service. A charismatic leader of 

the stature of Finney had turned to tradition- breaking New 

Measures. Women like Phoebe Palmer and Hannah Whitall Smith, 

who were illustrious but not entirely unique, were preaching. 

The movement strongly identified with Wesley's similar pre 

dicament and methodology. Hordes of women whose intellect, 

talent and devotion to their Lord had previously been shunted 

into domestic and often unchallenging pursuits came alive to 

the opportunity to give themselves to a cause of immense 

worth. A few of these became world figures, some as leaders 

of the holiness movement, but others as champions of other 

causes to which their exposure to perfectionism had awakened 

them. 
The men of Genesee lived in an environment where 

public and frequent prayer and praise by women were encour

aged. They heard the relevant Scriptures expounded in terms 

supportive of the conclusions Wesley had bequeathed to them. 

They believed they saw signs of the Spirit's operation in the 

activities of their men and their women. As the labors of 

these endowed workers bore fruit, the movement's untraditional 

ways were interpreted as having a divine sanction. 

At the same time, the holiness movement's very success 

was beginning to change its environment. Because growth tends 

to bring institutionalization and to encourage professional 

ism, those structures which depend for their rationale on the 

existence of crisis conditions can soon become obsolete. It 

h d h d . M h d" . 59 f W 1 ' d h h a appene in et o ism; soon a ter es ey s eat , wen 

the Wesleyan societies had become a denomination, women 

preachers became almost extinct. The delegates to the Genesee 

Convention of 1861, whose earlier energies had been consumed 
I 

in a crusade to reform Methodism, now had their attention di -

verted to house - keeping chores in the service of a new denom -
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ination. We should not be surprised if the holiness move 

ment's considerable influence upon them in ways which ele 

vated women's role should be somewhat tempered by the new 

situation. 
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Chapter Four 

FREE METHODISM'S NAZARITE ROOTS 

Although American Methodists followed the example 

of their post - Wesleyan counterparts in England by refrain 

ing from the employment of women preachers, their women were 

not totally silent. Sweet maintains that even from colonial 

days 

Methodist women could be found testifying at love 
feasts, praying during worship, conducting prayer ser 
vices at quarterly conferences, exhorting co¥gregations, 
and in a few cases serving as class leaders . 

The cl ass structure itself was "a school in the art 

of public address;. 112 all of its members, male and female, 

were constrained to speak of their spiritual state and other 

wise to share in the proceedings. "Since most classes were 

mixed, women found themselves in effect being pushed by the 

church to address men. 113 

The camp meeting provided another arena in which 

women's vocal participation found a welcome . By 1830, some 

thirty years after the birth of the camp meeting phenomenon, 

it had become an American institution. 4 To enter an ante 

bellum camp meeting was a liberating experience for count 

less numbers of Evangelical women. Elsewhere, pressures upon 

them from almost 

domestic mold . 5 

thing but silent . 

every direction pressed them into a silent, 

On the camp grounds, however, they were any

"The power of the meetings was so great 

that traditional roles and assumptions often crumbled in their 

emotional wake . 116 They sang, prayed, shouted and exhorted; 

and the men only rarely grumbled about it. 7 

30 
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The Nazarites were among those committed to seeing 

that these vestiges of Methodism's youth and vigor - the 

class meeting and the camp meeting - did not cease to be. 8 

The term Nazarite dates from the earliest rumblings of the 

discontent within the Methodist Episcopal Church of western 

New York State which resulted in the organization of the Free 

Methodist Church. Those accused of Nazaritism wanted the 

Methodist Episcopal Church's Genesee Conference to return to 

"old line Methodism. 119 Thus they were a part of the denom

ination's holiness movement constituency. 

Among the reforms for which the Nazarites labored 

were mandatory attendance at class meeting and a renewed 

stress upon attendance at both the love - feast, with its 

testimonies and exhortations, and camp meetings. 10 All 

three of these devices provided regular opportunities for 

Methodist women to take an active, vocal part in worship in 

a mixed assembly. Sweet asserts that "the Nazarite movement 

allowed women an equality of ministry with men unparalleled 

in antebellum history. 1111 

Outstanding Nazarite Women 

Mariet Hardy Freeland, one such woman, was attracted 

to Nazarite Methodism in 1856 through her contacts with B.T . 

Roberts. 12 At a camp meeting she received a call by which · 

she felt set apart for God ••• not ••• to the 
regular ministry, but to write, pray, exhort, reprove, 
instruct, in public as well as private . She felt called 
to be a practical teacher of the 1§ospel, rather than a 
preacher of theological sermons . 

Freeland's constant theme was holiness. With shouts 

and cries she did battle with the deadening formalism she 

saw everywhere in evidence in her Methodist Episcopal Confer 

ence . 14 On one occasion she was asked to fill in for a 

preacher who failed to appear for a quarterly conference 

speaking engagement. Half a year later, Roberts himself 

invited her to speak to his Buffalo parishoners on a Wednes -
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day evening. 15 She assented in both cases, and named Phoebe 

Palmer as her model: 

She did not feel called to preach, as it is generally 
considered, still she felt that to address the people in 
a way similar to that employed by Phoebe Palm16 of New 
York City, was embraced in her call to labor. 

Mariet Freeland's biographer identifies a number of 

other women who worked toward a revival of holiness in the 

Genesee Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Ellen 

Fuller, the youngest of these, was "mighty" in "exhortation 

and exposition of scripture," another "Nannie Cutler in the 

days of Wesley. 1117 Mrs. Jane Dunning, "an able and success 

ful preacher of righteousness," was "one of the first to be 

come identified with the pilgrim church," Free Methodism . 18 

Mrs. Minerva Cooley's husband, William, a Methodist Episcopal 

minister, was put out of the church with Roberts. "Clearly 

called to preach the gospel," and "naturally gifted," she 

entered many open doors 11
•
19 Although William C. Kendall died 

before the expulsion could affect him, his widow, later to be 

Mrs o T.So LaDue, possessed a "remarkable, holy boldness in 

declaring and defending the truth either before great congre -

. gations or in private. 20 Mrs. Delia Catton "was early identi 

fied with the holiness movement," and felt called "to special 

work, and often took a text and preached effective sermons . 1121 

In spite of the fact that Mariet Hardy Fr.eeland pro 

fessed that her calling was to "talk" rather than to preach, 

she was soon preaching, as her biographer makes plain. 22 Shay 

makes no pretense about the women just cited . She has painted 

them as preachers of the Gospel, not just "talkers" in the 

Palmer tradition . 

Worthy of special note among these Nazarite women was 

Ellen Lois Roberts, Benjamin's wife. Their union came toward 

the close of his first year of pastoral ministry when he was 
23 

twenty - six and she twenty - four. From the early days of their 

life together, Ellen was an avid exhorter . She loved to speak 

of Jesus to persons singly and in groups, young and old, in 

all states of grace, and to encourage them to live wholly in 

the will of God . 
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Roberts' c areer as a minister of the Methodist Epis 

copal Church began with the 134g - 49 conference year, while 

his Free Methodist superintendency commenced in the summer 

of 1860 . What surfaces as an outstanding event in the years 

of Ellen's life as a minister's wife took place in August, 

1855 0 She, with her husband, attended a camp meeting at 

Carlton . Ellen was able to spend a long weekend on the site; 

the pastor returned to his appointment for Sunday services . 24 

Nothing but her own amazing account can do justice to what 

transpired during the next two days. 

I was conscious that what I needed was something I 
never had possessed - a power to reach souls - a 16ve 
for them . As I began to pray for it, the Lord by his 
Spirit asked me if I would take it with suffering o I 
had always shrunk from suffering for Christ o • · • But 
I felt I cannot live without this power • • • . I said, 
"I will take it with suffering i f I can have it no other 
way." Then it was said to me, "I may take one of your 
children . " I hesitated a moment, and thought, "They will 
be safe; this world is full of unsaved souls - I must 
have more power to reach them . " I said, "any way . " I 
confessed publicly my want - began to look up and believe 
for all I needed - the power began to come . My whole 
being, soul and body, began to melt before the coming of 
the Lord , like wax befoie the fire o I saw a little of 
what Jesus suffered for sinners - all I could bear - and 
I could have wept my life away at the sight. Then my 
soul was filled with a love for the,

5 
which it seemed 

for a while would consume my life." 

The Roberts' return trip to their Brockport parish 

on Tuesday morning was interrupted by a friend who met them 

with word that one of their children was near death . Their 

infant daughter, Sarah, would be gone before the parents 

reached home. Some time later, Ellen could say, "Never did 

I so love souls, never did I know as there the power of 

. grace . 1126 

To speak of her Saviour would remain Ellen's consuming 

passion . At another camp meeting she began the practice of 

speaking to the campers individually , between services . 27 

She found that pers onal work took its own brand of courage; 

her efforts were fruitless unless her words were "close and 
28 searching as the Spirit prompted." Another kind of "cross" 
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was laid upon her when the Spirit urged her to speak in the 

congregation, when the preacher was through . 29 Early timid 

ity gave way to the point that she could later record in her 

diary, "my soul was blessed in talking after Mr. Roberts was 

through. 1130 She found one servi.ce to be "a dull time" until 

"the Spirit began to come and I prayed till I lost strength. 

I rose and had a good time talking . Oh, my Jesus knew what 

I needed. 1131 And when she considered who might be sent as 

pastor to the congregation which she and her husband attended 

during his superintendency she could confess, "I have so much 

preach in me that I do not care who is sent to us. 1132 

One letter, dated on a Monday, informed her traveling 

husband that she had "talked" in the morning at Chili Semin

ary while Sister Requa had done the same in the evening of 

the previous day, a Sunday. Mrs . Roberts had taken to the 

pulpit, but only to "talk" before students. 33 Shay confirms 

that Ellen Roberts' talents warranted more public exposure 

h h . d 34 tan t ey receive • 

Some Early Resistance to Women's Ministry 

Sweet has maintained that the Nazarite camp was un 

rivalled before the Civil War in the freedom of expression 

it allowed its women . Freeland confirms Sweet's findings, 

when she claims that" .. . in the formative days . •• woman 

had unlimited freedom to labor. She was a powerful factor in 

those early days Nevertheless it would be erron -

eous to conclude that there was a perfect meeting of the 

minds among Nazarites on women's proper role. In her comments 

on Mrs. Minerva Cooley, who "entered many doors" in her 

preaching, Shay went on to elaborate that Cooley's success 

was in spite of popular sentiment "in those early days . 1136 

It's always possible that she had re£erence to sentiment in 

Methodism outside the Nazarite band; perhaps that is even 

likely . But it is absolutely clear that when Shay alludes 

to a "spirit of opposition, not only from the formal, but 
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from those within their own ranks 1137 she has highlighted 

a difference of opinion on women's ministry within the ranks 

of the Nazarites: for some Nazarites found preaching women 

to be "entirely out of order. 1138 Shay cited Bishop W.T. Hogue 

as one who understood that a problem existed in the area of 

women's role "before and after the organization of the Free 

Methodist Church. 1139 Said Hogue: 

There were two classes among us at the time - those 
who believed in and those who opposed women preaching. 
The opposition was largely due to that of ancient customs 
and suspicions of whatever has the semblance of an inno 
vation. Many, however, conscientiously believed that both 
nature !Ud the Bible restricted women to the domestic 
sphere. 

Summar y_ 

The Methodist Episcopal Church's Nazarite constituency 

within its Genesee Conference was committed to the preserva 

tion of the class meeting, the camp meeting, and the love feast, 

institutions which had figured heavily in American Methodism's 

early and successful expansion. All three activities had 

previously helped to foster an expanded role for women in 

Methodism. The Nazarites were accustomed to hearing women 

of their numbers pray, sing, testify, and exhort in mixed 

assemblies . A number of exceptionally talented Nazarite women 

had begun to preach, sometimes under the guise of teaching or 

"talking," in a loosely - structured way, but sometimes candidly 

sermonizing. While the general atmosphere in Nazarite circles 

was conducive to women's expanded participation, women's 

preaching represented a breach of American Methodist tradition 

that did not go completely unchallenged. 
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Chapter Five 

THE EARLY FREE METHODISTS' EXPERIENCES 
WITH NAZARITE EXTREMISM 

The Nazarites were bound together ideologically by 

a common commitment to Wesleyan doctrine and usage . But on 

other issues t hey were divided. One of these issues, as we 

have already seen, was their understanding of women's proper 

role in the Church . Far more threatening to the movement's 

united survival was a fanatical strain from which Roberts 

and his colleague s felt compelled to disassociate themselves. 

Of the situation he later wrote: 

Some who had been clearly saved, unconsciously gave 
way to spiritual pride and sel£ -will . A spirit of •.. 
fanaticism was exhibited by some. They would neither be 
instructed nor controlled . No one had any authority over 
them . In the eyes of the public we were all held respon 
sible for their unscriptural conduct. The conviction was 
forced upon us that there must be an ~rganization, even 
if there were not a dozen to join it. 

S . K. J. Chesbrough looked back on the period years 

later in a sermon in which he elaborated upon the division 

between those who would soon become Free Methodists and the 

remainder of Nazaritism. Some Nazarites were claiming to 

have received spiritual gifts of a sort which today would be 

associated with the Charismatic Movement: 

We had something to stand when we first started, 
after people got what j_s called the "gifts . " They kept 
on the gift iide, gift of h2aling, gift of tongues, gift 
of discerning spirits, etc. 

The excesses of some Nazarites, then, were being 

attributed by the movement's enemies to all; and the work of 

reform within the Methodist Episcopal Church was being hampered . 

One of the arguments in favor of the organization of a new 

39 
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denomination, after Roberts and several others were expelled 

from Methodism's ministry, was the possibility it provided 

for the exclusion of the fanatical element . When Free Meth 

odism was organized, there were hard £eelings between the 

Na zarites who remained within Methodism and the former Nazar 

ites who left its ranks . The Nazarites continued for some 

time to call the Free Methodists back into Methodism for the 

sake of agitation toward reform . When the Free Methodists 

balked, it marked the dawn of an era in which the Na zarites 

were "all arrayed" in "unrelenting opposition to Free Method 
ism.113 

Instances of Nazarite Extremism 

The Nazarites enjoyed tweaking Free Methodist noses. 

It was common practice for them to _ gather so close to Free 

Methodist meetings as to be sure to disrupt the latter . On 

some occasions they would interrupt Free Methodist proceedings 

even more aggressively, as Benson Roberts documents . 4 

On July 6, 1861 B.' T. Roberts was at a camp meeting 

at Alleghany, New York . "Sister C. and the Nazarites" 

attended but felt the power of God somehow throttled in the 

service . Their solution was to hold a ring meeting of their 

own within the circle of Free Methodist tents . 5 One Lydia 

White intruded herself into the evening service, claiming 

that the altar and pulpit had fallen into Satan's control . 

She prayed, and announced them cleansed . 6 

Separate Nazarite meetings continued on July 8 . 

B.' T. Roberts commented in his diary that evening, "They sel 

dom go out to preaching, and when they do, they sit on the 

outside of the congregation and take no part in the meetings 

at the altar . 117 He concluded, "Their whole course tends to 

alienation and division . 118 

A Nazarite gathering in a tent the following evening 

was so boisterous that the Free Methodist meeting was thrown 

into disarray as some of the crowd ran between the two centers 
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of activity. A Nazarite woman was under group pressure to 

preach . Roberts tried to apply reason . He asked the group 

to desist until the camp service was ended. One Nazarite 

responded that their comings and goings were controlled only 

by the Holy Spirit . Another taunted him with a song, "If 

you can't stand this Nazarite fire •.•• 119 

On August 16, B.T . Roberts entered in his diary an 

analysis of Nazarite aims and attitudes. To his mind, their 

preoccupation was not with the conversion of the lost or the 

edification of the saints but with worship free from all 

restraints . Though they claimed to be Spirit - led, their 

actions were often contrary to the conduct taught by the 

Word . They seemed to seek out the scorn of others and to 

glory in it. To correct them, however gently, was to per 

secute them . 10 

"Some of the Nazarites are coming upon us severely," 

lamented Roberts on August 20: 

Libbie Wheeler said in the congregation, at the 
stand, that the Lord wanted her to s~y that Brother 
Roberts had a devil . She also said that Brother Abell 
had been preaching for the devil ever since the camp 
meeting commenced. They tried to get up a demonstra 
tion in rear of the ground . A wagon was drawn up 
behind the tents, and an appointment was given out for 
"women preaching . " Three or four women mounted the 
wagon, but no one felt the cross to preach . Presently 
a half -witted, dirty man frmn the poorhouse began to 
walk around the wagon and shout; others joined, and a 
scene of indescribable confusion followed • •.. 11 The 
more sober among the Na zarites felt ashamed of it . 

Loren Stiles Versus the Nazarites 

Loren Stiles, a Free Methodist minister, a distin 

guished speaker and a former Methodist Episcopal presiding 

elder, had been a close and trusted friend of B. T. Roberts 
12 since their seminary days. The Nazarites, on the other 

hand, eyed him as an enemy, a formalist ~ho, given his way, 

would make Free Methodism as lifeless as they found the Meth 

odist Episcopal Church to be .
13 

Stiles emerged as the leader 
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within Free Methodism's Eastern Convention (Conference) of 

a movement aimed at assuring that Nazarite excesses would 

find no home in the infant denomination. 

Stiles was the personal victim of at least one Naz 

arite abuse, at the hands of Alanson Reddy, the movement's 

"main leader" after the departure of Roberts' . group. While 

Stiles was in the midst of preaching a camp meeting sermon, 

"Brother Reddy ••• went up and laid his hands on his head . 

He stood still and bore it. Brother Reddy fell and Brother 

Stiles went on preaching. 1114 

The Eastern Convention (i.e., Free Methodism in 

western New York State) held its first annual gathering in 

the fall of 1860, only weeks after the denomination's organ 

ization.15 A camp meeting was held at Rushford, New York 

days before the opening of the Convention. When a visiting 

Congregationalist minister testified to his having received 

"the gift of faith," Stiles publicly exploded. He left the 

camp, but not before he laid upon B.T. Roberts responsibility 

for seeing that "gifts" issue was settled once and for all at 

the up - coming Convention. When Mrs . Roberts entered in her 

diary the comment that she "had not heard the gifts mentioned 

at the camp till he opposed them," she clarified that this 

vestige of Nazaritism with which the Congregationalist minis 

ter identified had not found a place among the Free Methodists . 

Stiles wanted to codify that understanding . The delegates 

concurred by passing a resolution which Stiles introduced. 16 

Summary 

B.T. Roberts and the people of western New York State 

who followed him into the Free Methodist Church separated 

themselves both organizationally and philosophically from 

residual Nazaritism. What had always been at best an uncom 

fortable alliance with religious extremists in the Nazarite 

band had become intolerable even before the organization of 

Free Methodism . Some were caught up in a preoccupation with 
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charismatic gifts, some had thrown off all restraints in 

worship, and none were willing to allow any person or organi 

zation so much as to question, let alone check, their excesses. 

Nazarite anger toward the Free Methodists who had abandoned 

their fellowship manifested itself in disruptive behavior at 

Free Methodist meetings, especially camp meetings. Loren 

Stiles quickly surfaced within Free Methodism as a leader of 

those who wanted to insure that the young church would be 

forever free of the kinds of fanaticism which Nazaritism then 

represented. As early as October, 1860 the first gathering 

of Free Methodists in the eastern United States, the Eastern 

Convention, followed Stiles' lead by supporting a resolution 

to that effect . The Nazarites were, of course, unbound by 

the resolution . They continued to interject commotion into 

Free Methodist assemblies throughout 1860 and through the 

summer of 1861, almost to the opening of the Genesee Conven 

tion of 1861 . 
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Chapter Six 

THE GENESEE CONVENTION OF 1861: 
BACKGROUND ON ITS DISPUTE 

OVER WOMEN'S PREACHING 

The. earliest Free Methodists shared with the holiness 

movement in general and the Nazarites in particular a common 

commitment to the advancement of Wesleyan doctrine and usage. 

It is to be hoped that Chapters Two and Three have already 

made clear that when one turns to the subject of women's proper 

role in the Church and in its ministry that Methodism provided 

two separate and antithetical traditions. The first, which 

was characteristic of Methodism under Wesley, utilized women 

in positions of spiritual leadership at all levels except the 

pastorate, from conducting class meetings to preaching in 

public assemblies . The second tradition reflected Methodist 

policy on both sides of the Atlantic after Wesley's demise . 

In this tradition women's public ministry was severely re 

stricted at all levels. One could stand in either tradition 

and defend one's position in terms of fidelity to Methodism. 

It was inevitable that Free Methodism would have to come to 

terms with the problem that the two traditions presented; and 

this, in reality, is what this thesis is all about . 

Chapter Four shows that there was an element in the 

Nazarite movement which resisted the utilization of women's 

labors beyond the level fostered by the camp meeting, the 

class meeting, and the love-feast; that is, this faction 

accepted women as class leaders and was open to their prayers, 

testimonies, and exhortations. But they insisted that when 

women preach they go beyond the bounds of propriety. Some 

of these Nazarite men became Free Methodists; and they brought 

their sentiments about preaching women into the young denomination. 

45 
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Stiles Versus Roberts 

Loren Stiles was one who opposed women's preaching . 

It is important to understand that Stiles viewed women's 

preaching as one of the Nazarite excesses which he was deter 

mined to see shut out of Free Methodism. This point is made 

starkly clear in Ellen Roberts' diary entry to which allusion 

has already been made (p. 42): 

Brother •. • Stiles' • •• opposition to the gifts 
was the means of convicting some. I had not heard them 
mentioned here till he opposed them, classing them with 
women's preaching ••.• Brother Stiles ha s left. He 
told Brother Roberts these things should be straightened 
out this fall at the Convention. He was determined to1 put some things down - women preaching and the gifts . 

Though Stiles had both women's preaching and the 

. gifts in mind, he dealt only with the gifts when the Eastern 

Convention assembled in Octobet of 1860. With that issue 

behind him, Stiles concentrated his attention on the matter 

of women's preaching. The Genesee Convention (or Conference) 

of 1861 would be the arena for the waging of that battle. 

Benson H. Roberts, in his biography of his father's 

life, documented from B.T. Roberts' diary several episodes 

which transpired late in the summer of 1861, scant weeks 

before the opening of the Genesee Convention of 1861 . These 

diary entries make it possible for the reader to perceive the 

storm clouds that were gathering within the Eastern Conven 

tion over women's role and to understand something of the 

opposing points of view as they were articulated by their 

respective champions, Stiles and Roberts . 

Asa Abell was in charge of the service at the Alleghany 

campground on August 19 . He invited both Mariet Hardy Freeland 

and a "Sister Smith" to bring remarks from the platform . 

Noting that what was said by the women was "a blessing to many," 

Roberts concluded, "I cannot, to please anybody, lay my hands 

on those whom God uses for the salvation of souls . 112 Wesley 

had voiced the same sentiment when he remarked, "God owns 

women in the conversion of sinners ••• and who am I that 

' ~,, !~-
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I should withstand God?'' Roberts stood with Wes.ley on the 

women's issue. 

It should be noted that Abell's extension of courtesy 

to Freeland and Smith was perfectly consistent with the stand 

he would take at the Convention, where he opposed only 

women's E!eaching. No one was opposing women's functioning 

in the exhorter's capacity. One gets the impression that 

Roberts was seeing the incident in the light of the larger 

context; and, according to the line of logic which he followed, 

these women were earning their right to be recognized as 

preachers of the Word. 

The whole matter with Loren Stiles came to a head 

on September 3, less than two months before the Genesee Con 

vention of 1861, at a camp meeting at Lyndon. The same 

Sister Freeland was invited to speak there. But this time 

her exhortation was too lengthy to be viewed as anything but 

a sermon. Stiles stood up when she was through and 

••• went on to declaim for half - an - hour against 
women preaching, gifts, and fanaticism. He said that 
if God called women to preach, He would call them as 
He did men - through the church. The church would in
dorse (sic) them, or in the language of another, "He 
would call 3them so loud that the church would overhear 
the call." . 

Stiles declared that he had recently heard that Free 

Methodism's newly-formed Western Convention was "greatly 

troubled with fanaticism and badly divided. 114 There had 

been no women among the apostles, said Stiles. Roberts re 

sponded by referring him to Romans 16. He agreed with Stiles 

that spiritual people would indeed recognize the hand of God 

upon one truly called to preach. And he applied the principle 

to what was then happening: he asked all in the assembly who 

felt that Sisters Freeland and Smith were called of God to 

speak to register their sentiments by standing. Almost all 

did. Stiles responded "that this was not a fair expression, 

as the church was not there. 115 Others tried to rescue the 

meeting from disaster by arousing emotional enthusiasm. "The 

power of the Lord came down" and "some five or six fell," 
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while "Brother Wilcox leaped like David before the ark. 116 

Roberts and others tried to persuade Stiles to preach to the 

assembly, but Stiles "stoutly refused. 117 

The Possible Im12act of Nazari te Extremism 
. Upon. tne· Genesee Convention of 1861 

Every reference that has been cited which sheds light 

upon Loren Stiles' feelings about women's preaching in the 

Free Methodist Church has come from the pen of a member of 

B.T. Roberts' family; and we have seen that Stiles and 

Roberts took opposing points of view on the subject. Never 

theless, I believe it is safe to conclude that the differences 

between Stiles and Roberts can be adequately explained in 

terms of their allegiance to differing traditions with re

spect to women's proper role in the Church. Roberts shared 

Wesley's sentiments and wanted to use women, while Stiles 

supported the position that women should not be preaching. 

I believe that these two men would have eyed the issue in 

the same way as they did even if there had never been instanees 

in which Nazarites exasperated Free Methodism's leaders in the 

months prior to the Genesee Convention of 1861 . 

Nevertheless, an examination of the instances of 

Nazarite extremism recorded in Chapter Five reveals that 

Nazarite women played a prominent part in each episode. It 

is Roberts who goes to the trouble of documenting that "Sister 

C. and the Nazarites" held a ring meeting in conflict with 

his camp program. Lydia White cleansed the altar and pulpit. 

The Nazarites had pressured a woman to preach in a tent while 

a Free Methodist meeting was in progress near by. Libbie 

Wheeler had accused Roberts and Abell of being devil - controlled . 

And again the Nazarites had called for "women preaching." 

Not only are Nazarite women heavily involved in each 

of these altercations, but all of the events took place within 

weeks of the Genesee Convention of 1861, the occasion of the 

assembly's saying a firm "no" to women's preaching . We have 
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it on the authority of Ellen Roberts (p. 46) that it had 

always been Stiles' intention to oppose women's preaching 

in the Free Methodist Church; his mind had been made up 

long before these outbreaks of Nazarite animosity. But one 

is left to wonder why those who voted with him ·at the Con 

vention did so. No record of the floor debate exists, to 

the best of my knowledge. It is possible that all who sup 

ported the majority opinion did so as a matter of principle, 

that these unusual happenings had no bearing upon the issue 

at all. It can at least be maintained, however, that the 

events of the summer of 1861 put Roberts and the position 

which he espoused at a disadvantage because the Nazarites 

had cast women preachers in a bad light. 

I am at a loss to explain why, twice in these same 

events, the Nazarites specifically called for women to preach. 

It seems plausible that this was just another opportunity to 

irritate the Free Methodists. But any conclusion can only be 

in the realm of conjecture. 

Summary 

The earliest Free Methodists generally granted to 

women a place of ministry consistent with the movement's 

history of attachment to the class meeting, the camp meeting, 

and the love-feast; it was customary for their women to pray, 

to testify, and to exhort in the public assemblyo But the 

leadership of the Eastern Convention was divided as to whether 

or not women should preach. Roberts followed Wesley's lead 

in sometimes allowing women that privilege, while Stiles 

stood in the post-Wesleyan tradition which restricted women's 

public role. Stiles and other likeminded men took the initia 

tive in pressing for action to keep women from the new denom 

ination's pulpits. They attended the Genesee Convention of 

1861 with that goal in mind. A number of fanatical Nazarite 

women were involved in several disruptive incidents at Free 

Methodist camps in the summer of 1861. To whatever extent 
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their behavior discredited women's public role in the eyes 

of the Convention's delegates they made Roberts' position 

more difficult to defend . 
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Chapter Seven 

THE GENESEE CONVENTION OF 1861: 
ITS RESOLUTION ON 
WOMEN'S PREACHING 

A general orientation to Free Methodism's early 

political structure is perhaps helpful toward coming to terms 

with the circumstances of Roberts' first major skirmish in 

the defense of women's rights in the church. General Super 

intendent Robert's New York State constituency took the name 

of the Eastern Convention. A Western Convention was organized 

in June, 1861. 1 As Free Methodism spread, the territory 

first called the Eastern Convention became known as the Gen 

esee Convention (later Conference). The Genesee Convention 

of 1861 was, in effect, the second annual gathering of the 

Eastern Convention. The first annual convention had been 

held soon after the denomination's organization, and it was 

there that Stiles championed a resolution opposed to the 

"gifts." The Genesee Convention of 1861 met at Perry, New 

York late in October of 1861. B.T. Roberts presided. 2 

Bishop Wilson. T. Hogue, whose two-volume history of 

Free Methodism carries an account of the action of the Gen 

esee Convention of 1861, wants to cushion the blow of the 

Convention's unusual action. By way of introduction he re 

minds the reader that what transpired at Perry was "in marked 

contrast" both "to what has been the general policy of the 

Church for many years, and to what became the policy of the 

Conference which passed it not many years afterward.'' In 

further defense of the Genesee Convention, whose 1861 legis 

lation was, admittedly, of "drastic character," he notes that 
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the Genesee Conference was "one of the first (possibly the 

first) to license women as local preachers. 113 

For some reason, unfortunately, Hogue fails to make 

clear that the objective toward which the action of the 

Genesee Convention's legislation opposed to women's preaching 

was aimed was the establishment of denominational policy 

which would bar women from preaching in Free Methodist churches . 

The pertinent resolutions are recorded in the Minutes 

of the Genesee Convention of 1861 in this manner: 

Resolutions 

Resolved, 1. That the following questions and 
answers embody the views of this Convention on the sub 
ject involved . Carried 36 to 4 . 

2 . That the same be referred to the next 
General Convention, with the request that they be incor 
porated in the Free Methodist Discipline . Carried 28 to 
14. 

Question 1 . Do we, as a Church, approve of female 
labors? 

Answer. Most heartily. It is the duty of all 
Christian women to exercise in social and public meetings, 
by way of prayer, personal testimony, or exhortation, 
according as their abilities may warrant, or the occasion 
may offer. 

Question 2 . Do we approve of female preaching? 
Answer. We do not. And for tlie following reasons: 
1. We do not f ind it authorized in the Old Testament 

Scriptures. 
2. We do not find it authorized in the New Testament. 
3. On the contrary, it is clearly intimated in the 

Word of God that woman is not designed for the office of 
the holy ministry. 

4 . It clashes with the ordinary duties and relations 
of the female sex . 

S. It tends to awaken prejudice, and produce confu 
sion in carrying on the work of God. 

6. It is contrary to the usage of the church in all 
ages; the Methodist Church forming no exception. That 
the practice is anti - Wesleyan, miy be seen from the follow
ing language of John Wesley in his advice to Mrs . Crosby: 
"The Methodists do not allow of women preachers. ***In 
public you may properly enough intermix short exhortations 
with pray~r; but keep as fai from what is called preaching 
as you can: therefore never take a text; never speak in 
a continued discourse, without some break, above five or 
six minutes. Tell the people, 'We shall have another 
prayer meeting at such a time and place.' If Hannah 
Harrison had followed these few directions, she might 
have b~en as useful now as ever." Works, Vol . VII, pp . 
28,29. 
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It is not my mission to examine in depth the argu 

ments put forward in support of the Convention's action . 

Nor is it mine to pass judgment upon their product. It is, 

perhaps, proper to note that when they discriminate between 

female labors and female preaching they lead us down a 

familiar path. Wesley took us the~e; but he didn't linger, 

for a later Wesley licensed women to preach (although the 

composers of these resolutions didn't seem to notice). Holi 

ness movement leaders who were once stunned by Finney's New 

Measures were later exposed to the unabashed pulpiteering of 

Phoebe Palmer and her ilk . If, as Hogue intimates, the 

Genesee Conference of 1873 reversed its opinionated position 

of 1861 by being among the first to license women as local 

preachers, the news has little shock value. 5 

Benson H. Roberts provides helpful insight into what 

happened at Perry. When he says "there had been much agita 

tion, in the Genes.ee Conference especially, against women's 

preaching" he tells us that the dispute was not totally 

localized. Three ministers, A. Abel, L. Stiles, and L. Wood, 

championed the resolutions. 6 It's a bit ironic to note that 

Levi Wood was the brother of Mrs. Minerva Cooley, one of the 

"mothers in Israel" who preached among the Nazarites, and 

whom he wished to silence in Free Methodism . 7 

Let it be noted that these resolutions were only 

resolutions . They with others are to be found in the Minutes 

just before announcement of time and place of the next Conven 

tion . They expressed the sentiment of the delegates, and 

they were forged with a view to influencing denominational 

policy; but their sound and fury actually signified nothing 

even within the Genesee Convention, for the resolutions had 

no teeth . 

Mari e t Hardy Freeland's comments about women's chang 

ing role in early Free Methodism must be read against this · 

background . Although woman was "a powerful factor in those 

early days" her influence declined ~ "When the f irst confer 

ence was organized, however, woman was not counted in, and 
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at the second conference she was officially counted out. 118 

Freeland is not speaking of denominational conferences but 

of the first and second Genesee Annual Conferences. No de 

nominational conference had ever yet been held, and no other 

conference held "in those early days" came remotely close to 

counting women "out. 119 

Although the last of the six arguments presented in 

favor of the resolutions inadequately reflects John Wesley's 

position on women's preaching, it must be granted that the 

drafter(s) defended the resolutions in terms of loyalty to 

Free Methodism's Wes.leyan heritage which, it was thought, 

was consistent with both early church and later Methodist 

policy. A full nine - tenths of the delegates concurred in 

this assessment of things when they voted for the resolutions . 

Thus, the delegates would have disagreed with~ observation: 

that the differences between Roberts and Stiles (and their 

respective supporters) on the issue reflect two distinct 

traditions, one based in Wesleyan practice, the other in 

post-Wesleyan policy. But all the delegates seemed to look 

to Wesley as their touchstone. 

There is at .least one obvious line of reasoning avail 

able which will explain both my differences of interpretation 

with Stiles et al. and theirs with Roberts. It supposes that 

the members of the majority opinion were reasonably well in

formed about Wesleyan practice. Their citing of Wesley's 

Works provides an argument in that direction. Wesley admitted 

that, as a rule, women were not to preach. But he spoke of 

emergency measures to be taken in times of great need which 

allow for the setting aside of the general rule. Clearly 

post - Wesleyan Methodism on both sides of the Atlantic deter 

mined that the crisis was over and that the general rule 

should be in force. It is possible that the difference between 

Roberts and Stiles could then be reduced to a matter of opin 

ion as to whether or not their times warranted the use of 

emergency measures. If this fairly accurately expresses the 

substance of the debate, both sides could logically turn to 
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Wesley for support, and both sides would emerge with their 

reputations as historians untarni~hed. I doubt this to be 

the case, however. If thoughts like these had been going 

through the minds of Stiles and his supporter~ I believe that 

they cottld and would have expressed themselves more satisfac 

torily than they did in their bald assertion that women's 

preaching is "anti - Wesleyan . " Women's preaching was the 

exception which proved the rule for Wesley . But it was not 

anti - Wesleyan, by any measure. 

Finally, let the Genesee Convention of 1861 and its 

resolutions on women's preaching be seen in their historical 

perspective. The delegates were almost entirely (if not 

entirely) the products of the Genesee Conference of the Meth 

odist Episcopal Church and its Nazarite band . No members of 

Free Methodism's Western Convention were involved. For all 

their background in the holiness movement, it is these Genesee 

delegates who by a nine -tenths majority disapproved of women's 

preaching. Their endorsement of women's praying, testifying, 

and exhorting does indeed reflect their holiness movement 

associations. But their six reasons for supporting the reso 

lutions make manifest that it was not for reasons related to 

women's preaching that they had abandoned the Methodist Epis 

copal Church. 

Summary 

Roberts had just completed his first year of super

intendency when the Genesee Convention of 1861 overwhelmingly 

endorsed two resolutions which declared opposition to women's 

preaching. Abell, Stiles, and Wood had championed the majority 

opinion , while Roberts had spoken for the dissenters. The 

resolutions changed nothing, even within the Genesee Conven 

tion; rather, through the resolutions the delegates were 

appealing to the General Conference (which had never yet met) 

to bar women from Free Methodism's pulpits. Thus, the .Con 

vention produced no legislation which would later need to be 
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repealed if the cause of women's equality was to advance. 

But Genesee's response to the resolutions does make clear 

the relative strength of the two camps, and it provides a 

point of departure for the examination of Roberts' relation 

to women's expanding role in the Free Methodist Church . 
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Chapter Eight 

THE GENESEE CONVENTION OF 1861: 
EPILOGUE 

The delegates to the Genesee Convention of 1 861 voted 

to send an expression of their opposition to women's preach 

ing to the up - coming General Conference of 1862 . Asa Abell 

and Loren Stiles, two of the three ministers who championed 

the resolutions of 1861, were ministerial delegates to the 

General Conference . Yet the Minutes of the General Confer 

ence indicate that the subject of women's preaching never 

came up. The point of this chapter is to suggest why the 

strong sentiments of so many very influential people lived 

and died in resolution form . 1 

The fact is, Free Methodism's first movement - wide 

convention limped along virtually without the participation 

of its powerful Genesee delegation . Conflict within its 

ranks put the ecclesiastical body's very life on the line. 

And, astoundingly, Roberts himself was the issue . 

As early as 1860, Roberts had been aware of the fact 

that there were those among his peers who gave only grudging 

assent to having him or anyone else in a position of perman 

ent, formal leadership over Free Methodism. 2 He made it a 

point to be sensitive to these feelings . One who reads issues 

of his Earnest Christian of the period will find no hint of 

his elevation there . 3 

As general superintendent he was responsible for the 

care and advancement of the work . One promising area of de 

velopment was New York State east of Rochester . He spent 

much time there early in his first term in office . The min 

isters who lived in the region finally came to believe that 
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the time was ripe for organization of a conference of their 

own . They met ingloriously on a pile of railroad ties on 

April 10, 1862 to form the Susquehanna Conference. An adjourned 

session in September resulted in the election of delegates to 

the General Conference, which lay just ahead. 4 . 

The General Conference of 1862 

The Conference delegates assembled October 8 at 

St. Charles, Illinois for a session which lasted one week . 

Early in the proceedings, but after the delegates' creden 

tials had been received, the Genesee contingent raised a 

point of order: the Susquehanna people were present illegally, 

they argued, because the general church had not sanctioned 

that con£erence's organization. They wanted the Susquehanna 

delegation to be excluded until the conference could consider 

their request for admission and then act, one way or the 

other. 5 

While the issue of legality was apparently important 

to some Genesee men, the main issue for others was Roberts. 

Zahniser 6 sees this as the heart of the matter, and it seems 

that Roberts did, too. 7 The delegates were disgruntled by 

what they read as presumptuousness on Roberts' part in pro 

ceeding to organize a conference without specific authoriza = 

tion to do so. They would welcome the Susquehanna brethren, 

after they had clipped the general superintendent's wings. 

Sentiment among the delegates from the Western Con

vention was with Roberts . 8 The Genesee Conference delegates 

walked out, and the General Conference proceeded as best it 

could without them, until it finally adjourned to meet again 

on November 4 at Buffalo. 9 The Buffalo session was little 

but a repetition of what had already transpired: the same 

charges were raised; the same response was registered by the 

rest of the delegates; the Genesee delegates withdrew again, 

although some reserve delegates from Genesee did sit in . 10 

In this controversy as in that at the Genesee Convention of 
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1861 concerning women's preaching, Stiles and Abell were the 

protagonists . Stiles was especially vocai. 11 

The reason why £enesee's resolutions regarding women's 

preaching never came before the General Conference of 1862 

is almost certainly contained in this series of bizarre events. 

The i issue of women's preaching had been preempted, in the 

minds of the Genesee delegates, by a newer crisis . By their 

refusal to participate in the General Conference they for 

feited their opportutiity to make Genesee's case about women's 

preaching . 

The Genesee Annual Conference: 1862 - 1864 

The Susquehanna matter had even been introduced into 

the Genesee Annual Conference of 1862, held one month before 

the General Conference . Further, Stiles and Abell were part 

of a foursome who later took it upon themselves to summon 

the members of the Genesee Conference to a special session, 

scheduled for November 4, 1862. They neither consulted the 

presiding officer nor, until very late, even invited him to 

attend what was clearly to be a rehashing of the Susquehanna 

issue. Roberts was not free to attend on November 4, for 

that was the date already announced for the Buffalo session 

of the General Conference, its second session. The Genesee 
12 delegates were of course also expected to be present. 

Roberts' action in organizing the Susquehanna Confer 

ence came briefly before the Genesee Conference of 1863. But 

the Genesee Conference of 1864 drafted a letter of capitula 

tion on the issue which it addressed to the members of the 

other two conferences (Illinois and Susquehanna) and which 

passed its own assembly almost unanimously . In the inter 

vening months, between the Genesee Annual Conferences of 1863 

and 1864, Loren Stiles had come to an untimely death, the 

victim of typhoid fever. 13 

It is Zahniser 14 who calls attention to the relation 

ship between the death of Stiles and Genesee's sudden readiness 
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clude that, when Stiles died, the matters related both to 
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the Susquehanna Conference and to women's preaching became 

"dead" issues; for Stiles, more than anyone else, seemed to 

provide the energy to oppose the general superintendent . 

The General Conference of 1862 provided legislation which 

outlined proper procedures for the organization of all further 

conferences; 15 the issue could well be dropped . No one from 

the Genesee Conference (or from any other) brought the Genesee 

resolutions of 1861 to the floor of any subsequent General 

Conference . 

Summarz 

The resolutions opposed to women's preaching drafted 

by the Genesee Convention of 1861 never came before the legis 

lative body for which they were intended: the General Confer 

ence of 1862 . Genesee's delegates, composed of champions of 

the resolutions, ultimately boycotted all but the opening min 

utes of both sessions of the General Conference because of 

their dispute with General Superintendent Roberts over his 

alleged exceeding of his authority in organizing the Susque 

hanna Conference . Loren Stiles, who seems to have been the 

driving force behind both the resolutions and the questioning 

of Roberts' use of his authority in the Susquehanna matter, 

died months prior to the Genesee Conference of 1864. That 

assembly put an end to its dispute over Susquehanna . Neither 

that issue nor the Conference's initiative opposed to women's 

preaching were ever heard from again . 
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Chapter Nine 

WOMEN'S EXPANDING ROLE IN FREE METHODISM: 
THE POINT OF DEPARTURE 

The saga of women's eventual ordination into the Free 

Methodist ministry has a most modest beginning. At the start 

there were few people, a leader of greatly limited personal 

influence, and a highly unpopular cause . The women's issue 

was never in a more vulnerable position than then. 

Free Methodism's first General Conference (1862) 

involved an amazingly small number of people . Superintendent 

Roberts presided over just ten other men - before the Genesee 

delegation withdrew. Genesee and Illinois had each sent four 

delegates, Susquehanna only two . Genesee's four delegates 

represented forty percent of the entire Conference . 1 They 

required the support of only two other people to turn their 

resolutions into denominational law . Resistance to women in 

the pulpit was nowhere and never stronger or better organized 

than in Genesee in the days of Loren Stiles' anti - feminist 

activities. Stiles would not live to attend another General 

Conference. When the Conference of 1862 ended without its 

having barred women from the church's pulpits, the denomina 

tion's female preachers had survived their hour of greatest 

peril . 

Our investigation of Free Methodism's formative years 

has already made plain that B. T o Roberts' powers of personal 

influence were anything but awesome. He had felt it necessary 

to downplay the fact of his election to the superintendency, 

because the very idea of Free Methodism's having a leader was 

not universally palatable. His own people, the members of 
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the Genesee Conference, had taken the initiative, in the 

denomination's earliest months, in raising the "women" 

question, knowing his sentiments; and only four of thirty -

six delegates h ad stood with him . The same Conference had 

allowed the Susquehanna matter to be a source of embarrass 

ment to him for three full years . But Roberts' stature 

within the movement grew to the point that twenty years later 

it could be sa1d of the General Conference of 1882 (which 

unanimously re - elected him) that "no action" had been "allowed 

to go directly against him. 112 Thus it became more and more 

of an advantage to Free Methodism's women preachers to have 

B. T. Roberts for their champion . 

Not many women preached during the period of Free 

Methodism's infancy . Genesee's resolutions were not binding 

on anyone, but the sentiments those resolutions expressed 

represented popular opinion at the time. Those who "dared 

to raise thei'r voices in public assemblies" were "few," 

because they were "subjected to severe and often unkind criti 

cism," according to Benson H. Roberts. 3 Shay's mother, 

Mariet Hardy Freeland, had been exposed to "great •. • feeling 

against the public work of women in some places where she had 

been called upon to occupy the pulpit . But this hostility 

to women's work was not universal, even then . While whole 

segments of some congregations might walk out when Freeland 

rose to speak, for example, others would come to hear her 

precisely because she was a woman . 4 Further, women began to 
- 5 

be licensed to preach in 1874, and they were soon heavily 
employed. 6 However gradual the shift , opposition to women's 

place in the ministry was on the wane between 1860 and 1874. 

"The Right of Women to Preach the Gos Eel" 

Roberts' first known work in defense of women's place 

in the ministry was written in days like those just described, 

according to his son . 7 Entitled, "The Right of Women to 

Preach the Gospel," it is twenty - four pages in length . Roberts 
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failed to date the work when he published it. Benson Roberts 

refers to it in a section8 ostensibly devoted to an examina 

tion of his father's literary activity during the period 

1886 - 1891. Yet his attention is focused upon his father's 

larger work, Ordaining Women; and he alludes to the pamphlet 

only by way of introducing the book. It is the book, in 

other words, that is the product of the 1886 - 1891 period, not 

necessarily the pamphlet . Since Benson Roberts claims that 

the shorter work was written "at a time when there was much 
- 9 opposition to the public work of women,H he must have refer -

ence to the span of years 186-0-1873 at most, inasmuch as 

women began to be licensed to preach in 1874, as already noted. 

Shay10 says that her mother was licensed in 1879 and that the 

pamphlet was released "about that time." She credits it with 

having been a "great encouragement" to her mother in days of 

great opposition to women's work. But 1879 was five full 

years after women began to be licensed to preach . I conclude 

(1) that both Benson Roberts and Shay are to be believed when 

they attribute the tract to days of strong opposition to women's 

work; and (2) that this description best fits the period 

1860-1873. 

In ' his tract B.T. Roberts brushes aside all the hair 

splitting distinctions between women's "talking" and their 

preaching. The cause which he presses is women's unqualified 
11 right to preach the Gospel. He begins by dealing with "the 

only Scriptural objections we have ever seen urged against 

the right of women to preach the Gospel: 1112 (1) because Christ 

did not choose a woman as one of his apostles; and (2) the 

teaching of Paul . Three facts need to be noted that bear upon 

women's right to preach: (1) the Old Testament predicted that 

women shall preach the Gospel; (2) the New Testament sanctions 

women's prophesying/preaching; and (3) the Gospel gives to 

women the same religious rights that it does to men. Roberts 

reflects his Wesleyan circumstances when he asks that a woman 

candidate for the ministry be judged by no other tests than 

those applied to a man: Has she grace, gifts, fruits? A full 
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half of the pamphlet is given over to the consideration of 

the ministries of four outstanding women: Susannah Wesley; 

Hadassah McKinney; Maggie Newton Van Cott; and Sarah F . 

Smiley . Roberts closes with "Advice to Women Who Feel Called 

to Preach:" preach only as the Spirit prompts; be willing to 

start small; don't feel that you must labor to the neglect 

of domestic re£ponsibilities; be humble; preach for commit 

ment. 

Benson Roberts claims that the tract "had a wide cir 

culation," that it "was widely quoted," and that it "helped 

to break down the barriers of prejudice" against women's 

preaching. 13 Both he 14 and Shay15 stress that preaching 

women drew support and encouragement from it at a time when 

friends were hard to come by. 

Summary 

Free Methodism's earliest days were critical ones to 

women's expanding role in the ministry . If opposition forces 

ever had the chance to nip the feminists in the bud, it was 

then. The General Conference of 1862 might well have barred 

women from preaching . When it did not do so, prospects began 

slowly to brighten for proponents of women's equal rights in 

the ministry. Opposition began to wane, Roberts' position 

of personal influence began to grow stronger, and the forma 

tion of additional annual conferences forever removed the 

possibility that the delegates from one annual conference 

plus just a couple of other votes could shape denominational 

policy at a General Conference . Further, B. T . Roberts moved 

from the defense to the offense on the issue of women's right 

to preach. The confrontation at the Genesee Convention of 

1861 had been initiated by Stiles and others at a time and 

a place of their choosing . But sometime during the period 

1860 - 1873, Roberts argued in print "The Right of Women to 

Preach the Gospel . '' However much or little its publication 

swayed public opinion within Free Methodism, it signalled 
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that Roberts was for the first time assuming the initiative 

in his battle on behalf of women preachers. 
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Chapter Ten 

WOMEN'S EXPANDING ROLE IN FREE METHODISM: 
THE RIGHT TO PREACH 

The second session of the General Conference (1866) 

called for the creation of a denominational periodical. The 

Free Methodist came into being in January, 1868. Levi Wood 

was its first editor. 1 In 1870 it was purchased from an in ~ 

dependent owner and became denominational property. 2 The 

Free Methodist was published weekly throughout the remainder 

of the nineteenth century. 

W.N. Hamby, a District Chairman from Kansas, wrote 

to Editor Wood in October, 1869 announcing his readiness to 

see Free Methodism's few women preachers officially licensed. 

Suppose a society should recommend a woman for 
license to exhort, and the official board grant it, 
have I any right to refuse my signature? · Or should 
an official goard recommend a f~male for license to 
preach, and the Quarterly Conference grant it, has 
the Chairm~n of the District a right to withhold his 
signature? 

The New York District of the Susquehanna Conference 

actually did license Jane Dunning to "preach the gospel," 

according to correspondence from District Chairman William 

Gould, in September, 1872. 5 (Even earlier, in 1866, the 

same District had given a "certificate of endorsement" to 

each of three women preachers. 6) Hamby responded to Gould's 

announcement of New York's action: "I am praying God to send 

more laborers into the harvest, and I shall not limit him. 

Male or female, the will of God be done. 116 

During the period 1868-1874, the Free Methodist 

carried a total of thirteen articles bearing upon the subject 

of women's ministry. Some were editorials, some correspond -
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ence, some extracts from other periodicals . But hot one was 

op:e_ose~ to women's l,)reachin&. 7 

The Minutes of the General Conference of 1874 include 

"The Report of the Rev . B. T . Roberts on Woman's Work . 118 At 

the end of its five paragraphs appears the single word, 

"Adopted . " In a stroke, Roberts gained for Free Methodist 

women the right to be licensed to preach the Gospel as an 

evangelist: that is, as one "called of God to preach . •• 

but not called to a pastoral charge, or to government in the 

church . 119 The wording calls to mind Wesley's handling of the 

matter; on rare occasions he and his Conference would license 

a woman to preach but not to pastor, as we have earlier 

documented . Free Methodism's female evangelists, like their 

male counterparts, were given a lay standing; but they had 

denominational sanction to preach . I have found no record 

of the discussion surrounding the action of the General Con 

ference of 1874. Even the Free Methodist was silent . 

In his coverage of the General Conference of 1890, 

Benson Roberts looked back to the new era which opened in 

1874 for women preachers . By 1890, 

the church had been for years using the labors of 
women as preachers on the hardest circuits in Canada, 
Kansas, Pennsylvania, and New York . Indeed, in a lmost 
every conference in the church, women had been appointed 
to many of the hardest fields of labor . In many instances 
success was due wholly to their labor . Men could not be 
found y50 would do the work and live on such meagre allow 
ances. 

Hogue adds that the Canadian Conference was freer 

than the others in its employment of women. It lacked both 

the necessary manpower and the prejudicial spirit found else 

where . The results of the Canadian experiment were , for the 

most part, positive . Single women labored there in pairs . 11 

During all these years, 1874 - 1890, women were licensed 

only as evangelists . Yet, maintains Hogue , some women began 

to function as evangelist - pastors, contrary to the provision 

of the DisciEline . 12 John Howell's statistical study of the 

period shows that these expanded responsibilities were added 

christymesaros-winckles
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somewhere between 1882 and 1889 . In 1889, the only year for 

which records were available to him, twenty - seven women were 

involved. 13 In some places women were received into the 

annual conferences as membe~s; but elsewhere they were carried 

permanently "on trial. 1114 

Summari 

A mere thirteen years after the Genesee Conference 

had come within a hair's breadth of banning women from Free 

Methodism's pulpits, women were offered an outlet for their 

preaching talents which carried denominational approval , A 

qualified woman would be licensed first by her district and 

later by her conference as an evangelist . Although the 

numbers were not large, women began to be employed as pioneer 

preachers in virtually every conference in the United States 

and Canad~ . In spite of the fact that the General Conference 

had clearly defined an evangelist as one who was not called 

to the pastorate, some women soon found themselves in charge 

of congregations . 

Virtually nothing has survived from the period to 

flesh out our knowledge of the circumstances surrounding the 

action on behalf of women preachers taken by the Conference 

of 1874. What is clear is that Free Methodism's women obtained 

their right to preach as evangelists because of the efforts 

of B.T. Roberts and his Report on Woman's Work. (The Wesleyan 

Revival was approaching its fortieth anniversary when in 1787 

Sarah Mallet was licensed to preach but not to pastor. 

Roberts had accomplished as much in fourteen years.) That 

the action of the General Conference mirrored the mood of 

the denomination at the time is suggested both by the related 

material found in the Free Methodist during the years 1860 -

1874 and by the written records of the usage made of women 

evangelists during the period 1874 - 1890 . Free Methodism as 

a whole, the Genesee Conference included, showed by its 

actions and its words that the Resolutions of 1861 were hope -
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lessly out of date . And further, women evangelists were 

building for themselves a reputation for faithfulness under 

conditions of extreme hardship that could only help to 

solidify their new position . 

11 
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1c1arence Ho · Zahniser, Earnest Christian (Circleville: 
Clarence H. Zahniser, 1957), pp. 196-197. 

2 ' 
Ibid., p. 287. 

3Free Methodist, December 16, 1869, p. 1. 

4rbid., September 5, 1872, p. 2. 

5william Gould, "Ought Women to Govern in the Church?" 
Free Methodist, June 23, 1886, p. 2. 

6rbid., September 26, 1872, p. 2. 

7rn an article entitled, "Concerning Deacons in the 
Church," printed October 8, 1874, Editor Levi Wood argued 
against Free Methodism's practice of considering deacons as 
a part of the clergy. He took issue (p. 2) with the notion 
that (a.) deacons are ministers; (b.) Phoebe was a deaconess; 
(c.) therefore females may be ministers of the Gospel. He 
opposed promoting women's right to preach on the basis of this 
logic, which he found faulty; Wood was convlnced tnat deacons 
were not originally ministers. 

8General Conference Minutes of the Free Methodist 
Church, 1874, p. 98. The extant copies of Rooerts' "report" 
are not a report at all, but merely the statement which was 
adopted and placed verbatim in the Discipline. 

911 1. Evangelists are a class of preachers called of 
God to preach the Gospel, to labor to promote revivals of 
religion, and to spread abroad the cause of Christ in the 
land; but not called to a pastoral charge, or to government 
in the Church. 

"2. Any brother or sister in good standing in our 
Church, feeling called of God to this work, may, upon recom 
mendation of the Society to which he belongs, be licensed by 
the District Quarterly Conference, after due examination, 
according to Section 6, Chapter 3, of our Discipline entitled, 
to£ the examination of those who think they are moved by the 
Holy Ghost to preach. 1 

"3. No evangelist shall appoint or hold meetings 
where they will interfere with the regular work of any preacher 
duly appointed to a circuit or station. 

"4. Those who labor successfully as evangelists for 
the period of four years, may, upon recommendation of the 
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Quarterly Conference, be licensed by the Annual Conference; 
and such license shall hold good until revoked by the action 
of said Annual Conference . 

"5 . Evangelists shall be amenable to the Quarterly 
Conference the same as a local preacher . " Discipline of the 
Free Methodist Church, 1874 (North Chili: Tiie "Earnest 
Cliristian" Pu6 lisfiing House, 1875), pp . 84 - 85. 

lOBenson H. Roberts, Benjamin Titus Roberts (North 
Chili: "The Earnest Christiann Office, 1900), pp. 556 - 557 . 

11wilson T . Hogue, Historr of the Free Methodist 
Church, II (Chicago: The Free Metfiodist Pu61ishing House, 
1915), pp . 159 - 160 . "Moreover , such loyalty to the principles 
of Scriptural holiness; such persistency of devotion to the 
interests of the work assigned them; such wisdom in the manage = 
ment of difficult and emb~rrassing cases; such unmurmuring · 
resignation to the hardships of the itinerancy; such close 
ness of walk with G6d; and such prudent and consistent deport 
ment at all times, as were manifested by these noble women 
could scarcely be paralleled among the same number of men any 
where in similar relations." 

12 Ibid. 

13 John W. Howell, "When Called of God and Duly Qualified," 
(for "The History of Women in American Religion," Colgate 
Rochester Divinity School, 1981), p. 33 . · 

14Benson H. Roberts, op . cit . , p . 531 . 
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Chapter Eleven 

WOMAN'S EXPANDING ROLE IN FREE METHODISM: 
A SHARE IN CHURCH GOVERNMENT 

Legislation which legitimized women's participation 

in the government of the Free Methodist Church came hard on 

the heels of the General Conference of 1874 with its provi 

sion for women to preach the Word in the congregation. The 

Discip line's language regarding the qualifications for the 

offices of Steward and Class Leader was modified in 1878, 

making possible the election of women to those positions, 

both of which carry membership on the official board and the 

quarterly conference . The General Conference of 1882 estab 

lished once and for all that women may serve as delegates to 

annual conference. In 1886 the Discipline was amended to 

allow the church's evangelists, male and female, to hold 

seats on their respective quarterly conferences. 

Woman's Role in Church Government 
Arguea i n tJie Free Methodist, 

1869 - 1872 

The matter of women's sharing in the government of 

the church had been brought to the attention of readers of 

the Free Methodist as ear.ly as 1869, nine years into the de 

nomination's history . An article from a Kansas pastor drew 

a sharp reply from the editor . Both items were carried in 

the September 30 issue . A District Chairman challenged the 

editor's position in an article published on December 16. 

Writing at a time when the world was "agitated by the 

question of woman's true position," Kansan James Matthews 

expressed satisfaction that the Discipline had already settled 

78 
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that matter for Free Methodists. "Women vote in all society 

meetings," he observed. "Now, if women vote, they are eligi 

ble to office." In making his point that the Discipline 

uses the word "men" as the New Testament does, to refer to 

all mankind, he opined that its language presented no barriers 

to women's full participation. "I am thankful," he concluded, 

"that in our church woman may fill any office to which she 

may be elected, if found capable of filling it . " He saw 

evidence in this direction in the fact that women were then 

serving as class leaders. 1 

Editor Levi Wood could not let Matthews' "overdrawn" 

assertions go unchallenged. He was sure that, on the subject 

of women in church government, at least, Free Methodism was 

then speaking with one voice; Matthews' interpretation of 

things was "peculiar." Free Methodist women were indeed 

voting in the annual congregational meetings, Wood acknowl 

edged. But, as in "nearly the whole Protestant world," the 

women were exercising their right to vote without presuming 

themselves thereby eligible to hold elective office. In fact, 

claimed Wood, although women had always helped elect Free 

Methodism's delegates to annual conference, "no woman was 

ever elected to that position. 112 

Wood admitted to "an honest difference of opinion" 

within Free Methodism "as to whether it is morally fit and 

proper" for women to hold the office of class leader . While 

it was generally recognized that women had, from time to time, 

led class meetings "to very great profit," to elect them to 

office would be "another thing," making them members "of the 

official board" of the local church and of the "quarterly 

conference." Wood knew of only one woman so elected. While 

he conceded that there might be more, he pointed to an "almost 

uniform practice." Matthews' conclusions in favor of the 

equality of the sexes "in matters of church polity" were, 

therefore, unwarranted, his "construction put upon" the 

language of the Disc.iE_line "wholly illegitimate. 113 
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District Chairman W~N. Bamby's response to Wood 

challenged the editor's knowledge of how Free Methodists 

really felt about women in church government. As far as 

Kansans were concerned, Wood was "entirely mistaken," and 

his own construction of the language of the Discipline was 

merely his opinion. Speaking from his experience as one who 

had stood in the "Representative Chamber of the State" and 

was a District Chairman, Hamby could find nothing in the 

DisciJ2line "to prevent" a woman's filling any office in the 

church; and he spoke "advisedly" when he asserted that Free 

Methodists in Kansas felt that it was "good" for women to 

participate in church government. 4 

Hamby again championed women's rights to share in 

church government in an article printed some three years 

later, September 26, 1872. It came in response to remarks 

made in print by William Gould, a minister of the New York 

District of the Susquehanna Conference. Gould's district 

had licensed Jane Dunning to preach the Gospel in 1872, two 

years before the General Conference made any such provision . 

That license had not been a Local Preacher's license; thus 

it conferred no right to participate in the District Quarterly 

Conference. Gould offered his district's handling of the 

matter for consideration by other districts and conferences. 

He saw it as a way to cut "the Gordian knot," allowing women 

to preach but not to govern. 5 Hamby called New York's solu 

tion "unjust" and no solution at all; it cut one knot but 

tied "a more unreasonable one." Kansas needed more "laborers," 

announced Hamby. Even as early as 1872, women were welcome 

to apply to this District Chairman, who would receive them 

as equals . 6 

This much at least seems to be confirmed from the 

correspondence between Easterners Wood and Gould and Westerners 

Matthews and Hamby: it was not unheard of in Free Methodism, 

even prior to 1869, for a woman to be elected as a Class 

Leader and thus to be eligihle for a seat on both the official 

board of the local church and the quarterly conference. Even 

christymesaros-winckles
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Wood admitted this much. It would have helped his case con 

siderably to have been able to say that, in the only situa

tion of which he had knowledge, the woman in question did not 

claim that privilege. Wood made no such assertion. 

The General Conference of 1874 

As we have already seen, the General Conference of 

1874 legalized Free Methodism's employment of women as lay 

evangelists. And we have noted that, the language of the 

DisciEline notwithstanding, some women were pressed almost 

immediately into service as evangelist - pastors. Benson 

Roberts claimed 7 that some women were admitted as members 

of their annual conferences, a position of church government. 

John Howell's statistical survey8 indicates that this admis

sion was gained during the period 1882-1889. If Howell's 

work 1s accurate, it seems likely that Free Methodist women 

seldom, if ever, used this avenue for participation in the 

government of the church prior to the time (1886) when such 

participation was guaranteed them. 

The General Conference of 1878 

The very first edition of the Book of Discipline, 

that of 1860, decreed that each district was to be governed 

by a quarterly conference "composed of all the traveling 

and local preachers, exhorters, stewards, and class leaders 

of the district. 119 That same volume ordered that those chosen 

as stewards were to be "men of solid piety, 1110 while class 

leaders were to be "men of sound judgment" and "men devoted 

to God. 1111 The General Conference of 1878 modified both 

passages, substituting the word "persons" for the word "men" 
. ·11 . 12 1n a instances. 

William Gould brought the issue to the attention of 

the constituency of the Free Methodist. "Sisters may now 

become members of the official boards and quarterly confer -
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ences, and participate in all church government confided to 

the care of those bodies," he noted. Free Methodism's first 

legislation supportive of women's participation in church 

government had come "without much difficulty" and with "little 

opposition." Gould was sure that this was because the 

delegates had had other matters on their minds and had failed 

to consider "the full consequences" of their action. But 

Gould had; since the majority of Free Methodism's members 

were women, he foresaw the day when women might control "all 

society matters." He wondered aloud what line of argument 

could prevent those who had gained entrance to the quarterly 

conferences from gaining access to the annual and general 
. 13 

conferences, as well . 

The General Conference of 1882 

B.T . Roberts presided over the 1882 session of the 

New York Conference. 14 Precedent there dictated that no 

woman could serve as a delegate to the annual conference, 

even if one should be sent there carrying proper credentials 

from her local congregation. Roberts challenged the Confer

ence's position; and when the delegates "refused to admit 

Emma E. Walters as a lay delegate from the Philadelphia 

Circuit, 1115 he decreed that, inasmuch as the Discipline did 

not expressly forbid their participation, women with proper 

credentials should be admitted. 16 The DisciEline provided 

that "the members of the church in full connection •.. 

twenty years old and upwards," were to select "at least one 
17 of their number to represent them" at the annual conference. 

The language clearly included women as voters, and just as 

clearly did not prohibit their being elected as delegates. 

The issue, a woman's being eligible to be a delegate 

to annual conference, came before the Ge.neral Conference of 

1882 in two ways: through legislation aimed at barring the 

election of women as delegates to annual conference; and 
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A "proposition" calling for the election of "male 

members only" as delegates to annual conference came before 

the Committee on Revisals. The committee opposed it; yet, 

because the negative vote was by less than a three - fourths 

majority, the proposition did not die in committee but came 

before the General Conference. 18 After considerable debate, 

the proposition was defeated when the delegates voted 

"largely in favor" of the current reading of the Discipline. 19 

Just prior to the Conference's adjournment, 

The following questions were asked of the President, 
B.T. Roberts, at the last sitting: 

guestion 1. If a preacher believes the Bible to be 
opposed to women taking part in the government of the 
Church, and has not heretofore regarded the language of 
the Discipline as admitting of the election of women as 
delegates to the annual conferences, is he bound by the 
action of this Conference to rule that the discipline 
(sic) does now admit of it? 

Answer. - -- It is my opinion that he is. 
Question 2. Would it be mal~dministration of Disci 

pline for tlie preacher in charge of an annual society 
meeting to rule that it is not disciplinary to elect 
women as delegates? --

Answer. · It is my opinion that it would. 
On motion, the General Conference resolved that the 

above opinions of 20he President are correct, and are 
hereby sustained. 

I find nothing which identifies Gould as the source 

of the proposition which the Conference rejected. Yet it is 

difficult to believe that it came from anyone else. In the 

same way, Gould is almost certainly the author of the questions 

addressed to President Roberts. 21 

Four years after its predecessor had allowed the 

election of women as class leaders and stewards, with ample 

time to ponder the implications of the earlier action, the 

General Conference of 1882 opened even wider the door to 

women's participation in church government. By Gould's own 

admission, some churches even in his own New York Conference 

had been sympathetic to the idea for some time. 
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Gould had never opposed women's preaching under the 
. 22 

arrangement which had kept them out of church government. 

But he was convinced that Free Methodism's actions on behalf 

of women's sharing in church government were contrary to its 

moorings in Holy Scripture. 2~ Editor Joseph Travis granted 

him space in the Free Methodist for the airing of his views 

in a series of eight lengthy articles which were printed 

weekly, June 16 - August 4, 1886, just prior to the General 

Conference of that year. 

Looking back in his first article to the General 

Conference of 1882, Gould reasoned that the delegates had 

endorsed Roberts' interpretation of the Discipline rather 

than grapple with the issues involved just as the Conference 

was coming to a close. 24 That Roberts' decision in favor 

of the seating of a woman delegate was "contrary to the common 

understanding of the provision" of the Discipline was demon

strable in two ways: he knew that presiding officers in both 

the Susquehanna and the New York Conferences had previously 

so ruled; and their judgments had been "unchallenged" by the 

subsequent General Conferences, among the responsibilities 

of which were the examination of the legislation passed by 

the several annual conferences and the correcting of errors. 25 

He returned to the theme of precedent in his final article. 

"During the first sixteen years" of Free Methodism's existence, 

"no woman was admitted as a delegate to either of its annual 

conferences." Prior to 1882 the subject was "discussed but 

little" in Free Methodist circles. It was "during the last 

five or at most six years" that the "admission of women" had 

become "prevalent. 1126 Gould was of the opinion that perhaps 

ninety percent of Free Methodism's women would vote to rescind 

the 1882 decision, if it were left to them1 27 He invited 

people on both sides of the issue to speak out so that a 
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fully informed constituency could make its wishes known at 

the General Conference of 1886, just weeks away . 28 

The Free Methodist became a forum for the debate. 

A deluged editor finally asked his readers to send no more 

material . (The AEE endi~. to this paper provides a quite com 

prehensive listing of the space allocated in the Free Methodist 

to all phases of the "women's issue" during Roberts' life 

time . The forty - two articles contained in the 1886 volume 

were completely unrivalled in bulk . Let it also be noted 

that not all articles printed in 1886 came in response to 

Gould's appeal, and not all dealt with women in church govern 

ment . ) 

If those articles accepted for publication are at all 

representative of the material submitted to the editor, the 

handwriting was already on the wall for Gould . He received 

no massive support from the church's women. It was the denom 

ination's clergymen who responded, and only two supported 

h
. 29 
im • 

Roberts was the f i rst .to reply to "the beloved 

Brother Gould," in nine installments . He contested the notion 

that the General Conference of 1882 had introduced "innovations" 

in allowing women to share in church government . In spite 

of the fact that only in 1878 had the General Conference legit 

imized women's serving as class leaders and stewards, some 

had done so "from the beginning," sitting on quarterly con 

ferences . "From time to time," he asserted , "they have been 

delegates to the annual conferences . " The records of the 

years 1876 - 1878 would show that women delegates had been 

received in both the Minnesota - Northern Iowa and the Michigan 

Conferences; and no one at the General Conference of 1878 

had questioned the superintendents who had served as presiding 

ff . h . 30 o icers on t ose occasions. 

Roberts turned his attention to the incidents in the 

Susquehanna and New York Conferences where women were denied 

delegates' seats . He could not allow Gould's assertion that 

silence on the part of the subsequent General Conferences 
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gave consent. The General Conference had not even been 

notified; there was no mention "in the printed minutes." 

And further, at least in the case of the Susquehanna Con 

ference, a president pro tern had been in the chair in the 

absence of a superintendent . "We do not know how it was in 

the case of the New York," he concluded . 31 

A. F . Curry contributed four articles, the last of 

which was printed with the General Conference of 1886 just 

days away . 32 Curry, who had at the time been a chairman 

for most of Free Methodism's history, had "personal knowledge" 

that women had in fact been serving as class leaders and 

stewards and had in fact been a part of official board meet 

ings and quarterly conferences from "very early" times, "if 

not at the very first. 1133 He substantiated Roberts' assertion 

that the Susquehanna decision had been rendered by one of 

the conference's elders - whose "ruling was seriously ques 

tioned, and objected to at the time" - and not be a general 

superintendent. He had no more information than did Roberts 

about the New York case; but he presumed that Gould himself 

had served that year as president of the Conference, and that 

one of his "sympathizers" might have been a part of the "one 

or two persons at most" who, at General Conference, would 

have examined, but taken no notice of, the president's 

d . . . d 1 34 ec1s1on against women e egates. 

Others occasionally spoke out in the Free Methodist, 

but no other writer's contribution was serialized . Anyone 

who doubted the importance of the issue of women's sharing 

in church government was advised by the editor to think again; 

the articles had generated discussion all across the denomin -
. 35 at1on. 

The General Conference of 1886 

The General Conference Daill, , a chronicle of and 

commentary upon proceedings on the conference floor, came 

into being in 1886 . From it we learn that the subject of 
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women's place in church government was brought before the 

Conference of 1886 in its fifth .session when a committee on 

revisions of the Dis~ipline proposed that evangelists be 

made members of the annual conferences to which they were 

amenable . The committee was opening a second front in the 

battle on behalf of women's sharing in church government . 

Gould's recent efforts had been directed toward a reconsider 

ation of the work of the previous General Conference. He 

was not ready for a floor fight. But a motion .for a delay 

in voting on the issue raised by the committee on revisions 

was met with shouts of, "No! No!" from the chamber . 3 6 

Gould began hi s argument against the revision by 

reminding the delegates that only twelve years had passed 

since the General Conference had specifically stipulated 

that evangelists were to be persons called neither to pastor 

nor to govern . The first qualifier had come already to be 

ignored; allow the further departure, he asserted, and it 

would be better simply to remove the passage from the Disci -
37 pline altogether. 

His second line of argument had to do with what he 

saw as a scriptural barrier to an evangelist's taking on 

pastoral responsibilities . For evidence he presented both 

First Corinthians 12:28 - 29 and Ephesians 9:11. 38 "This 

adopted, and the sisters are in the quarterly conference, 

and if there, in every other conference," declared Gould, 

ignoring the actions of the two previous General Conferences 

and the assertions made by Roberts and Curry in the Free 

Methodist that some women had virtually always shared in 

government, even at the annual conference levei. 39 

When J.B . Freeland, husband of evangelist Mariet 

Freeland, reminded him of the rights granted to women class 

leaders and stewards, Gould responded: 

I have been told that women have been accustomed to 
sit on official boards. We had one women in the New York 
Conference who was a class - leader, but she did not claim 
a seat in the official board or in the quarterly confer 
ence. In other conferences I have heard that it has been 
the pr~5tice, but it is only of late, within the last six 
years. 
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The discussion carried into the next day's proceed 

ings . The ~~neral C~nferen:ce Daily sampled the .debate and 

even allowed its r eporter to add his own assessment of the 

issue: "The judgment of Christendom is, the clearest head 

and the warmest heart must take the lead, be it man or 

woman. 1141 

When a call finally went out for the previous ques 

tion, the motion making evangelists members of the quarterly 

conferences was adopted with only four dissenting votes from 

among the Conference's sixty - two delegates from twenty-three 

annual conferences. 42 Gould asked to be excused from his 

responsibilities as a delegate, 43 and the Dail r of October 

25 carried announcement of his withdrawal from Free Methodism 

f h f . 44 
a ter twenty - tree years o service. 

The DisciEline as amended in 1886 read: 

Page 37, Paragraph 84: "The quarterly conference 
shall be composed of the members of the official boards 
and evangelists of the districts . " 

Page 69, Paragraph 161: "Such evangelists shall be 
members of the quarterly conference, and amenable to it 
and shall pass an 45xamination in the course of study for 
local preachers." 

Gould's years - long battle had ended, and the feelings 

of Free Methodists in general on the subject of women's partic 

ipation in the government of the church had been exposed. 

His presuppositions appear to have been wishful thinking; if 

there ever was any real grass roots resistance to the new 

legislation coming out of the General Conferences, it never 

surfaced, not in the pages of the Free Methodist when he 

called for such, not on the conference floor. Three persons 

voted with Gould. The others were persuaded that women had, 

for several years, at least, been earning their right to be 

heard in official meetings. To deny them such a voice in a 

day when they themselves were the champions of so many human -
. . f ld b h . . d . bl 46 1tar1an re arms wou e anac ron1st1c an unconsc1ona e. 

One delegate observed, "the men who vote against this amend 

ment will not dare to look a sensible woman in the face a few 

years from now . 1147 
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E. T. Roberts' Role: 1878 - 1886 

E.T. Roberts was never far from the center of 

activity during the years when Free Methodism's definitive 

position on women's participation in church government was 

being forged . The General Superintendent had received the 

credentials of women delegates to some Midwestern annual 

conferences during the years 1876 - 1878, a practice he re 

peated in the New York Conference in 1882. While he did 

not initiate the action of the General Conference of that 

year, his unilateral ruling in favor of women's participa 

tion did precipitate that action; once again, Free Methodism 

followed his lead. 

A committee on revisals called, iQ 1878, for the 

modification of the Discipline's language so that women 

might legally be elected as class leaders and stewards. In 

1886, that committee's successor (by then called a committee 

on revisions) prompted the legislation which placed evangelists 

in the quarterly conference. Nothing appears to have survived, 

in either instance, which identifies the source within those 

committees of the two recommendations. But the unpublished 

General Conference Records reveal that Roberts sat, by virtue 

of his office, on both committees . 48 

Summary 

First generation Free Methodism decided rather quickly 

and with little dissent that women should share as full part 

ners in church government . Three General Conferences, spanning 

a mere nine years, provided all that was needed by way of 

alteration and interpretation of their Book of DisciEline 

toward that end . The Conference of 1878 legalized the election 

of women as class leaders and stewards, offices through which 

women occupied seats on official boards and quarterly confer 

ences . The General Conference of 1882 codified Superinten

dent Roberts' ruling that nothing in the Discip line stood in 
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the way of a woman's being admitted to an annual conference 

as a lay delegate • . Just four years later, evangelists were 

granted quarterly conference seats. In both 1878 and 1882, 

the related legislation came just moments prior to the con 

ferences' adjournment, almost perfunctorily. While the di5 -

cussion attendant to the 1886 legislation consumed more 

time, portions of two sittings, fifty - eight out of sixty- two 

delegates voted for its passage . The air was cleared, on 

the subject of women's rights to share in church government, 

in the denomination's twenty - sixth year. 

Not all Free Methodists had even waited for the 

General Conference to act before they brought women into 

church government . It was not unheard of, even in the denom 

ination's early years, for women to be elected as class 

leaders and stewards . Women's participation on the annual 

conference level seems to have emerged somewhat later: not 

by 1869, declared Free Methodist Editor Levi Wood; not before 

1876, insisted New York Conference's William Gould; "from 

time to time," reflected Roberts, who produced evidence only 

for years which matched Gould's assessment, 187~ - 1878 . 

It cannot be proven, apparently, that B.T . Roberts 

was the sponsor of the legislation which, in 1878 and 1886, 

widened women's participation in the government of the Free 

Methodist Church . But he was nothing less than a participating 

member of the committees on revisions of the Discipline in 

those years. In 1882, it was his interpretation of the Dis 

cipline which Gould challenged as a departure from tradition; 

and it was his leadership which the delegates followed by 

sustaining his opinions . 
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Chapter Twelve 

WOMEN'S EXPANDING ROLE IN FREE METHODISM: 
ORDINATION BECOMES A NATIONAL ISSUE 

The city of Chicago played host to Free Methodism's 

eighth General Conference, held in October of 189Q. Three 

general superintendents presided over seventy - seven delegates 

representing twenty-eight conferences. E.P. Hart had been 

elected to the superintendency in 1874. He and Roberts were 

joined in 1886 by G.W. Coleman as Free Methodism continued 

to expand in North America. 1 

Related Issues 

The General Conference Dailz called attention to the 

fact that, although for the first time two delegates were 

women, there seemed to be not so much as a "feeling of sur 

prise" on the conference floor. 2 

Several pieces of legislation brought before the 

Conference touched upon the subject of women's equality with 

in the church. On October 9, at the second sitting, B. Winget 

asked that Free Methodism's evangelists, male and female, 

already made members of the quarterly conferences, be granted 

seats on their respective official boards. Winget got his 
. h 3 WlS • 

But when H.D.F. Gaffin proposed a change in the language 

of the Articles of Religion, replacing the word "men" with 

"persons" in appropriate places, it was none other than B.T . 

Roberts who quashed the idea: 

If you do this, you will have to change the Bible. 
He that believeth ••• must be made to 4read "He or she." 
I wish brethren would not present such. 
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A resolution proposing that women who have served 

for two years as supply pastors "be received as honorary 

members to the annual conference" did not carry; that priv -
5 ilege was denied to the women until 1907 . Exactly the same 

fate befell an attempt to establish an order of Deaconesses . 6 

Finally, the Free Methodist marriage ceremony was 

amended so that women would be required to vow neither to 

serve nor to obey their husbands. In its finished form, 

the question to be put to women became essentially the same 

as that put to men. 7 

Third Sitting 

On the morning of October 10, the secretary of the 

Conference read a preamble and resolution which clearly an 

ticipated that Roberts would press for the ordination of 

women . The purpose of the resolution was to send the ordin

ation issue back to the annual conferences for their endorse 

ment before any change should be made in the Discipline. 

Further, it asked that the ordination of women be treated as 

a "radical change in the polity of the church," thus re qui ring 

a three - fourths vote from the annual conferences and a two 

thirds vote from the General Conference. 8 

After a flurry of debate, it was agreed to table 

further discussion of the resolution until the next morning, 

so that the delegates would have time for reflection. Not 

long afterwards, a resolution of which B.T. Roberts was the 

author came before the delegates. Declaring that Jesus Christ 

had, through his gospel, removed all distinctions of "nation 

ality, condition, or sex," the resolution proposed that "no 

person who is called of God, and who is duly qualified, should 

be refused ordination on account of sex, or race, or condition . " 

Consideration of the matter was scheduled for the following 

Wednesday at ten o'clock. 9 

The General Conference Daily, in reflecting upon the 

day's volatile proceedings, made its own political forecast. 

christymesaros-winckles
Sticky Note
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The Conference of 1890 was comprised largely of conservatives. 

There would be no radical changes in the Discipline. 10 

Fourth Sitting 

The next morning debate began again as to whether or 

not the issue of the ordination of women should be sent to 

the annual conferences for discussion on that level. Roberts 

argued that the General Conference was in session precisely 

to make decisions on behalf of the annual conferences. Super 

intendent Coleman agreed that the Conference had authority to 

act; but he viewed the ordination of women as an issue of 

significance even greater than some matters listed under the 

church's "restrictive rules" (as for example doctrinal amend 

ments) which must go first to the conferences. According to 

Coleman, the Conference owed it to its constitutency to let 

them register their feelings . 11 W.T. Hogg, destined in 1894 

to be elected editor of the Free Methodist and in 1903 to 

become a general superintendent, 12 wanted the issue to go to 

the annual conferences because it had been discussed only 

"in a very limited degree" by most Free Methodists. Delegate 

J.T. Michael observed that no future session of the General 

Conference would be able to undo the ordination of women, 

once established. He warned against haste; and he noted that 

it was very out of character for Roberts not to be the very 

one who would insist that controversial issues be aired on 

the annual conference level. His pressing for the ordination 

of women in 1890 would do neither Roberts nor Free Methodism 

any good, counseled Michaei. 13 

Walter A. Sellew, who in 1898 was to become a general 

superintendent, 14 questioned whether the Conference had the 

right to treat the ordination of women as if it were under 

the Disci]2line's "restrictive rules." Roberts, in the chair 

at the time, decreed that the Conference had no such right. 

Superintendent Hart immediately appealed to the house which 

supported his appeal by a vote of forty-eight to twenty - eight. 
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The Conference clearly was of the opinion that it was dealing 

with an issue of vast importance which ought to have nearly 

universal support before any ch~nges were effected. 15 

Roberts asked that the Conference take no further 

action until his own resolution should have a hearing, the 

following Wednesday . Superintendent Hart quickly concurred; 

but his further remarks led to a revealing exchange that 
16 hurt Roberts deeply. 

Hart - I think that in all fairness this should be 
deferred until action is had on the question of the or 
dination of women. Let us know what the prevailing sen
timent of the church is, and then any of us who are not 
in harmony have the privilege of stepping down and out. 

Roberts - I give notic~ now that no matter how it is 
settled I will not 17ep down and out. 

Hart - I might. 

Seventh Sitting 

On the morning when his resolution was taken up for 

discussion, Roberts offered an amendment which he hoped would 

make it more palatable in light of the Conference's recent 

vote: 

This resolution shall not take effect until it has 
received the sanction of a majority of the members of 
all the annual conferences present and voting.18 

Sentiment had been leaning toward requiring a three 

fourths vote of approval on the annual conference level. But 

Roberts spoke of a majority vote there . He was willing to 

compromise by sending the matter to the annual conferences. 

He wanted the others to compromise by not treating the ordin 

ation of women as if it were under the restrictive rules. 

The General Conference Daily gave extensive coverage 

to the ensuing debate, in which Roberts spoke at length in 

defense of his position that there is biblical precedent for 

the ordination of women. But J . T. Michael refuted his exegesis 

to the satisfaction of many who heard him . 19 Hogg spoke gra 

ciously and eloquently. He, with others, asked why, if God 

wanted women to be ordained , He didn't make His will more 
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obvious in the Scriptures. One could only make the case by 

grubbing through Greek roots. Roberts could supply only two 

examples from the New Testament of women who supposedly had 

been ordained; and even these two cases were, at best, open 

to question. If the whole issue had to be made to rest on 

a precise knowledge of Greek, then most of the delegates 

could not possibly vote for so radical a departure from tra

dition without more time for investigation. If the ordination 

of women had been on the minds of some persons for a long 

time, it had only recently been brought to the attention of 

the rank and file delegates. 20 

Some of Hart's friends had been asking him to express 

his own sentiments; and he felt obliged, he said, to honor 

their request. "Does the New Testament by its teaching auth 

orize the ordination of women?" he queried. "I am ready to 

answer most unqualifiedly and decisively in the negative. 1121 

Roberts' resolution was finally defeated by a vote 

of thirty - eight to forty. The earlier resolution was made 

irrelevant. The General Conference Daily reported that some 

who favored the ordination of women nevertheless felt the 

issue to be of such importance as to necessitate its being 

treated under the restrictive rules. Roberts' concession, 

a rider allowing for a majority vote at the annual conferences, 

was not enough. If Roberts had been willing to link his res 

olution to the other which called for a three-fourths vote 

at the annual conferences and a two - thirds vote at the General 

Conference, support would have been virtually unanimous, 

the editor guessed. "The friends of the measure made the 

mistake of asking too much at this time. 1122 

Thirteenth Sitting 

Hogg seems to have been the author of a resolution 

introduced on October 20. In presupposing that the issue of 

women's ordination would come before the General Conference 

of 1894, he resolved that the delegates to the annual confer -
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ences held just prior to the next General Conference be 

asked to vote simply "yes" or "no" to the question, "Do you 

favor the ordination of women, on the same conditions as 

those on which we ordain men? 1123 The resolution was adopted . 24 

But when O.M. Owen attempted to send a message along 

with the resolution to the annual conferences, to the effect 

that the General Conference of 1890 disapproved "of the 

ordination of women on the same conditions with men," he was 

defeated, thirty - two to thirty - eight! Some people took away 

the impression that the General Conference had just reversed 

itself and, upon further consideration, favored women's or -

d
. . 25 
1nat1on . 

Fifteenth Sitting 

Explanation of why the delegates had rejected Owen's 

resolution came in the fifteenth session . Some delegates 

had been so confused by the wording of the resolution that 

they voted contrary to their true feelings. The Conference 

was asked to reconsider the matter in a simpler form: "Resolved, 

that we the general conference of 1890 disapprove of the or 

dination of women." What was missing in the revision was the 

phrase, "on the same conditions with men;" that is, when 

"called of God and duly qualified . " The Owen resolution had, 

in effect, called for the rejection even of women who were 

recognized to be called of God and qualified for ministry. 

In its rejection of such a concept, the Conference had given 

the impression that it favored the ordination of women . 26 

Superintendent Hart wanted to do whatever needed to 

be done in order to let the will of the Conference be clearly 

expressed. Roberts by this time wished to be done with the 

whole issue of ordinatitin; nevertheless, he confessed that 

the earlier resolution had not been written to his liking, 

either . The Conference overturned its previous action by a 

vote of thirty - five to twenty - nine , with several of its mem 

bers absent. These had had no reason to believe that further 
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action related to the ordination of women would come before 

the Con£ erence again. Thus, and finally, the .General Con 

ference of 1890 disapproved of the ordination of women. 27 

Roberts' Physical Condition 

Roberts showed signs of physical deterioration •at 

Chicago . The General Conference Daily took notice that "the 

quick and springing motion of his early years" was gone, and 

that his labors had taken their toll on what had been a "more 

than vigorous frame . 1128 In the seventh sitting, when he was 

called upon to speak in relation to a "report on reforms," 

he confided, "I have not been in so bad condition to speak 

since the conference began as this morning. 1129 Later in the 

same day, when he arose to defend his resolution on behalf of 

women's ordination, he remarked, "I would like to do the sub 

ject justice, but I am not in a condition to do it this morning. 

I have lost heart and lost strength. 1130 

From 1880 until his death in 1893, Roberts suffered 

from recurring serious bouts of malaria and from heart dis 

ease. By 1888 he found that "slight exertion ••• brought 

severe pains in his chest and a 'sense of weariness' all 

through the upper part of his body . 1131 He sensed then that 

his career, if not his life, was almost over. 32 It was for 

reasons of health that, at the General Conference of 1890, 

he resigned from his duties as editor of the Free Methodist. 33 

Hogue recounts how the battle over the ordination of 

women, compounded by his illness, had brought Roberts "near 

a physical collapse, and personal friends had to lead him 
.f . h ,,34 rom t e room . 

It was a pathetic sight to witness as this veteran 
of many battles was led from the scene of debate looking 
as though in imminent danger of an apoplectic stroke . 
Fresh air and the tender ministry of his beloved wife 
and other friends soon revived him, and he was able the 
following m~5ning to take up his work as usual in the 
Conference . 
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Roberts' poor health must have had a bearing upon 

his decision to press for the ordination of women in 1890 . 

He had good reason to suspect that he could not be counted 

upon to champion the cause much longer. 

Rob~rts' Personal PoEularity 

According to Zahniser, 36 Roberts was at the zenith 

of his personal influence in Free Methodism at the General 

Conference of 1882 . He was then fifty - nine years of age, 

and he had twenty - two years of experience in the superinten 

dency. At that time, the General Conference unanimously 

elected him to another term of office. Not one piece of 

legislation was settled contrary to his wishes o 

But the likelihood of a diminution of Roberts' per 

sonal influence had been introduced in 1874, when the General 

Conference elected E; Po Hart and C.W. Coleman as Free Method 

isms's second and third general superintendents, respectively . 

While Roberts carried such prestige as attended the position 

of senior superintendent, his personal exposure, popularity 

and influence must necessarily have been lessened as the 

duties of the superintendency began to be shared by others. 

Zahniser 37 reports that, at the General Conference of 

1886, "Roberts received less votes than his younger fellow 

superintendent, E.P . Harto" Hart received fifty - five votes 

Roberts only Fifty, out of fifty - eight ballots cast. (Coleman 

was elected on a second ballot with thirty - three votes . ) 38 

But that same Conference named Roberts as editor of the Free 

Methodisto 39 The 1890 Conference reelected all three men. 

Hart received sixty - nine votes, while Roberts and Coleman 

each netted sixty- four of seventy- five ballots cast. 40 Based 

upon the results of the elections of 1886 and 1890, E.P . Hart 

had replaced B. T. Roberts as Free Methodism's most popular 

general superintendent. But the evidence of the ballot also 

indicates that Roberts remained a very powerful figure. 

Three statements attributed to Roberts in the context 

of the General Conference of 1890 reflect his own assessment 
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of his standing in the eyes of his people . On one occasion, 

he commented, "I have seldom been with a majority . " Near 

the close of the Conference he remarked, ''I do not know that 

I want to attend another General Conference . " And in a 

letter written shortly after the close of the Conference he 

confided, "The General Conference left me in such a state of 

mind and body that I felt I was not wanted anywhere very 

much o1141 

Roberts' personal influence, like his health, was on 

the wane in 1890 . The champion of women's ordination was no 

longer Free Methodism's most popular figure . And that man, 

E. P. Hart, was Roberts' vocal opponent on the issue . 

Summarr 

The subject of women's ordination was raised early 

in the General Conference of 1890, and d i scussion continued, 

on and off, almost until the Conference's adjournment . It 

seems to have been common knowledge that Free Methodism's 

senior but ailing general superintendent would use that occa 

sion to attempt to crown his struggle on behalf of women's 

f ull equality by securing ordination for the denomination's 

women preachers . But there were those who saw the ordination 

of women as an issue of such magnitude as to warrant consid 

eration by all of the church's constituency . Before Roberts 

ever raised the issue of ordination on the Conference floor, 

a resolution was introduced which sought to send the matter 

back to the annual conferences for a vote there before the 

General Conference effected so enormous and irreversible a 

change o Many supporters of the resolution wanted the subject 

of the ordination of women to be treated as a doctrinal modi 

fication would be treated; that is, they asked for a three 

fourths vote from the conferences together with a two - thirds 

vote from the General Conference before women could be or 

dained. 
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Discussion of the mechanics of ordination was finally 

tabled until Roberts had had opportunity to present his own 

resolution in support of women's ordination . In it he de 

clared that the ordination of women is a proper response to 

the proclamation of the Gospel of Jesus by which all human 

barriers and distinctions must fall . He attempted to make 

the case that there is even biblical precedent for the ordin 

ation of women . 

Roberts'arguments convinced too few . Superintendent 

Coleman spoke out against the Conference's ordaining women 

before the annual conferences could take up the matter. And 

the denomination's most popular superintendent, E.P . Hart, 

not only opposed women's ordination but publicly hinted that 

he might resign and leave the denomination over the issue . 

Even Roberts' late willingness to ask for a majority vote of 

support from the annual conferences before women should be 

ordained was not enough to save the day for him; his resolution 

was just barely defeated, thirty - eight to forty . 

Another resolution was introduced which called for 

the sending of the issue of women's ordination back to the 

annual conferences for an expression of opinion by those 

delegates prior to the General Conference of 1894 . That 

resolution was adopted. Finally, the General Conference 

sent a message to those annual conferences announcing its own 

opposition to women's ordination. In its passage of these 

two resolutions, the General Conference virtually assured 

that the issue of the ordination of women would come before 

its 1894 session . 

In 1890, the ordination of women became a national 

issue in Free Methodism. That it was not so prior to the 

General Conference was testified to, directly and indirectly, 

by persons on both sides of the argument . It was because the 

will of the people was not clear that the General Conference 

called for a vote at the annual conferences . Roberts' resolu 

tion, in which he called in the name of the Gospel for the 

ordination of women, had focused the church's nationwide 
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attention upon the issue he espoused . And it was guaranteed 

further hearings . 
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Chapter Thirteen 

WOMEN'S EXPANDING ROLE IN FREE METHODISM: 
THE ISSUES DEBATED IN PRINT 

No investigation of the struggle toward women's full 

equality within the Free Methodist Church would be complete 

without an examination of the literature on the subject 

circulated for consumption by Free Methodist people of the 

period. B.To Roberts was the owner and publisher of a monthly 

magazine, Earnest Christian. The Free Methodist, in newspaper 

format, was printed weekly. In 1891, Roberts wrote and pub 

lished a book, Ordaining Women. 1 

Earnest Christian 

Roberts began to publish the Earnest Christian "with 

out patronage and without a single subscriber" in -1859. 2 At 

one point he talked of a subscription list which approached 

10,000 names. Roberts founded Earnest Christian as a vehicle 

for the promotion of "experimental religion." His aims were 

"neither sectarian nor denomina.tional." These values helped 

to shape his editorial policy. One does not look there for 

an airing of controversial issues when his purpose was plainly 

pastoral . 3 

The February, 1861 issue 4 carried an article entitled, 

"Wesleyan Agencies. Lay Preachers, Leaders, Females," which 

he reprinted from the Northern Christian Advocate. In September 

of the same year 5 he reprinted "An Irish Female Preacher," 

a piece he found in the Guide to Holiness. It introduced his 

readers to Miss Hadassah M'Kinny and it compared her favorably 

109 
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to Phoebe Palmer. The Guide to Holiness was also his source 

for a brief column on "Relations of Man and Woman" in June, 

1863. 6 Its premise was that, "in Christ, woman is restored 

to equal rights and privileges with man." "Woman's Work for 

Jesus" appeared in June, 1868. 7 He found it in the Methodist 

Home Jbu~hal. The work it had in mind was giving cups of cold 

water in Jesus' name, not preaching the Gospel. "Is it a 

shame for woman to speak in church?" Not at all, answered 

P.O. Werner, M.D., in "Women Speaking in Church," printed in 
9 9 . 

January of 1869. In June, 1869, The Rev. J. Fetterhoff 

wrote of "Women Laboring in Public," their "privilege" and 

"bounden duty." 

Roberts' own editorial, "Woman in the Church," appeared 
10 in November, 1882. The General Conference held just prior 

to its publication had endorsed his decision that the language 

of the DisciEline did not bar women from participation in an 

annual conference. In the article, Roberts covered familiar 

argumentative ground, then wondered whether woman's acquiring 

the right to vote in the church might whet her appetite for 

a voice in secular politics. "We need not tremble at the 

thought," concluded Roberts. 

Roberts discussed the original intent of 1 Corinthians 

14:34 - 35 and 1 Timothy 2:11 - 12, then explored the role of 

women in Greek culture during New Testament times, in an 

article entitled simply, "Women in Church," published in June, 

1891. 
11 

In my reading of the Earnest Christian, the full span 

of the founder's editorship, I uncovered a total of eight 

articles which bear upon woman's role in the church. Only in 

two instances can it be said that two articles appeared in 

the same calendar year. Only two of the eight articles came 

from Roberts' own pen; and of these his editorial was very 

brief. Only one relevant article was printed in a year when 

legislation important to the advancement of women came before 

a General Conference; and on that occasion, in 1882, the 

article was printed after the fact . It is manifest that 
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Roberts made no attempt to use the E~rhest Ch~istian as a 

weapon in his warfare on behalf of women's equality, even 

though the magazine was totally under his control. 

Free Methodist 

The ~ pEen:dix contains a list of all the articles which 

I discovered to have relationship to the subject of women's 

equality in the church . I perused each issue published within 

the period under examination . The Marston Memorial Histor 

ical Center gave me access to its full collection. Some had 

been microfilmed, others had not. I scrutinized each issue, 

making progress at about the rate of one annual volume per 

hour. I cannot doubt that my list will be incomplete because 

of human error. One hindrance to my work had to do with 

editorial policy; as often as not, an article's heading gave 

no hint whatsoever as to the nature of its contents. Again, 

the several editors printed large numbers of paragraph - long 

pieces for which no heading was supplied . In most cases, it 

was necessary to read virtually every article. 

Two articles listed in the Appendix are indexed because 

they supply background information, rather than because they 

deal with the women's issues . "From Brother Turney" serves 

as introduction to Daniel B. Turney, A~M., 12 an important 

contributor. "LeRoy, New York" is a lament from an older 

man who complains that some of the movement's early leaders, 

B.T . Roberts specifically named among them, have let him down 

by not contributing articles to the Free Methodist over a pro 

tracted period of time. His letter appeared in the December 

s, 1883 issue o 

As we have already seen, the Free Methodist came 

into being in January, 1868, well after Roberts' difficulties 

with the Genesee Convention over women preaching in the Free 

Methodist Church. Editor Levi Wood and some of his correspon

dents had their differences, as the early spurt of productivity 

in the years 1868 - 1869 shows . But all agreed that women were 
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entitled to a public ministry . Some of these articles ex 

pose the great pro -women latitude then being exercised in 

Free Methodism's western region . The Free Methodist almost 

slumbered through the decade 187-0 - 1880, during which time 

some women were licensed as evangelists . I found only eight 

articles, less than one per year, to be in any way relevant 

to my studies . 

What looks on the surface to be a significantly pro 

ductive period, 18Sl - 1883, really wasn't. Fifteen out of 

eighteen articles printed during that period came from the 

pen of Methodist Daniel Turney . The remainder were editorials . 

Turney was outspokenly supportive of women's ordination . 

We have already noted that an amazing forty - two 

articles related to women's issues were publi s hed in 1886 . 

Seven of these came from Turney, while five others, by J.S. 

Bradbrook, came in rebuttal . In Gould's eight - part series 

we see the first important use of the Free Methodist as a 

vehicle for influencing pending legislation related to women's 

equality in the church. When Roberts responded to Gould with 

nine articles of his own, he was speaking out on behalf of 

women for the first time in the newspaper. 

Roberts assumed the duties of editor of the Free 

Methodist "in the month of November" 1886, "about two weeks 

after his election. 1113 During the period of transition, two 

articles which were not supportive of the general superin

tendent and/or his position on women's rights appeared . One, 

"The Woman Question Again," was written by Coleman well before 

the General Conference but was printed after the Conference 

had elected him to the superintendency . "A Review," signed 

simply "Impartial," really wasn't. It sided with Gould in 

his differences with Roberts, and it claimed that Roberts had 

misrepresented both Gould and the ministers of the New York 

Conference in his debate with Gould in print. Roberts as 

editor printed one article supportive of the position on 

women's sharing in church government which the recent General 

Conference had endorsed. These three articles aside, all the 
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articles related to the subject of women's rights in the 

church which were printed during the four years of Roberts' 

editorship were supportive of the position which he took at 

the General Conference of 1890, where he sought ordination 

for women. Two went to press just as the Conference was 

. getting started . The last was printed beside a report of 

the proceedings at the Conference's second sitting. Others 

came earlier, during the period 188~ - 1890. Of a total of 

ten, Roberts authored only one. Both his pen and his editorial 

policy make plain that ·B. T. Roberts was not neutral in the 

battle on behalf of women's full equality. But his modest 

campagin in print, reminiscent of Gould's before the General 

Conference of 1886, was, like Gould's, unsuccessful. 

Ordaining Women 

It was my original intention to make of my thesis an 

analysis and critique of Roberts' magnus opus on the subject 

of women's equality in the Church of Jesus Christ, Ordaining 

Women. Only after my preliminary investigations revealed 

how incredibly little background material is readily avail 

able14 did I decide otherwise. Ordainihg Wo~an can be found 

in the appropriate libraries. 

Roberts published his book one year after his defeat 

at the General Conference of 1890. Thus, it had approximately 

three years to circulate before (1) all the annual conferences 

voted on whether or not to approve the ordination of women 

and (2) the General Conference of 1894 took up the issue for 

further consideration. Its seventeenth and final chapter 

recapitulates all that Roberts offered in the earlier pages: 

1. Man and woman were created equal, each possessing 
the same rights and privileges as the other. 

2. At the Fall, woman, because she was first in the 
transgression, was, as a punishment, made subject to her 
husband . 

3. Christ re - enacted the primitive law and restored 
the original relation of equality of the sexes. 

4 . The objections to the equality of man and woman 
in the Christian Church, based upon the Bible, rest upon 
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a wrong translation of some passages and a misrepresen -
tatiori of others. · 

The objections drawn from woman's nature are fully 
overthrown by undisputed facts. 

5. In the New Testament Church, woman, as well as 
man, filled the office of Apostle, Prophet, Deacon . or 
preacher, and Pastor . There is not the slightest evi 
dence that the functions of any of these offices, when 
filled by a woman, were different from what they were 
when filled by a man . 

6. Woman took a part in governing the Apostolic 
Church : · · 

We come, then, to this final conclusion: The Gospel 
of Jesus Christ, in,the provisions which it makes, and in 
the agencies which it employs, for the salvation of man 
kind~ knows no distinction of race, condition, or sex, 
therefore no person evidently called of God to the Gospel 
ministry, and duly qualified for it, should be refnsed 
ordination on account of race, condition, or sex . 15 

Roberts took a fleeting glance at what was happening 

in Christendom outside of the Free Methodist Church, on the 

very first page of his book. He wanted to put to rest the 

fears that any might have that women who are placed on an 

equal plane with men in positions of church leadership would 

be in danger of losing their "womanliness." But Roberts 

could point only to the Society of Friends as an example of 

how shared leadership had worked successfully . 16 And he was 

aware that Quaker women were not ordained because the Society 

f F . d h d . d . . 17 o - r1en s as no or a1ne m1n1stry. 

He generalized about Protestantism later on, in 

reference to the Church's mission of world evangelism . Although 

"about two - thirds of all the members of all the Protestant 

churches" in the United States at the time were females, "in 

none • .. except .•• the Friends" did he find equal oppor -
18 tunity for women . Roberts knew of exceptions to this gen -

eral rule. In his defense of the ordination of women, at the 

General Conference of 1890, he had called the delegates' 

attention to the fact that "the Congregational church," an 

organization "surely as conservative as the Free Methodist 

church," had perhaps as many as fifty ordained women. The 

Free Will Baptists formed a second exception . 19 
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Zahniser
20 

mentions tha t one A.H . Springstein wrote 

a tract by way of rebuttal to Roberts . Benson Roberts 21 

says that the book only made his father more unpopular with 

some people in the church. I find no record of the impact 

made by Ordaihing Wom~n from any source but these two . Howe11 22 

is in error when he asserts that Ordaining Women was printed 

on "denominationally owned" presses . Roberts published his 

own book .
23 

Summarr 

During all the years of his editorship of the Earnest 

Christian, Roberts printed only eight articles which bore 

upon the subject of women in ministry. Only two of these 

were his own work . Just one article, written by Roberts, took 

up the subject of women's ordination; but it was written after 

his defeat at the General Conference of 1890. The delegates 

to that General Conference seemed to share the opinion that 

the ordination of women had not been talked about very much 

by Free Methodists . Certainly the Earnest Christian had 

done nothing to generate interest in that direction . 

The Free Methodist was, from its inception, frequently 

the forum for discussion and debate on women's issues . It 

was Daniel Turney, a Methodist, who first broached the subject 

of women's ordination . In the early 1880's he produced fifteen 

articles which centered on that theme . Surprisingly, he drew 

virtually no response from his Free Methodist readers . Free 

Methodists had yet to establish a formal position on whether 

or not women should so much as share in church government . 

Discussion on that volatile subject came dramatically before 

the reading public in 1886, when William Gould, B. T . Roberts, 

and several others spoke to the issue just before the General 

Conference settled the matter. Roberts as editor of the 

Free Methodist published ten articles related to women's 

issues during the quadrennium 1886 - 1890 . All were supportive 

of that cause, and all but the first endorsed the ordination 
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of women. If Free M~thodists had not discussed the ordina 

tion of women very much prior to 1890, they need not have 

been totally ignorant of the arguments put forward by pro 

ponents of the concepto Turney and Roberts had seen to that, 

for ten full years leading up to the General Conference of 

1890. 

About one year after the General Conference of 1890, 

Roberts published O~daining Wo~en . In it he expressed 1n 

detail his convictions that the ordination of women is true 

to the spirit of the Gospel and to the model presented to 

the Church in the New Testament . The volume had ample time 

to circulate prior to the time when further votes on the sub 

ject would be taken, at the annual conferences and possibly 

at the General Conference of 1894 . 
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Chapter Fourteen 

WOMEN'S EXPANDING ROLE IN FREE METHODISM: 
ORDINATION 

The remaining major even ts in the drama of women's 

expanding role in the ministry of the Free Methodist Church 

all occurred after the death, in February, 1893, of B.T . 

Roberts. Thus, they are essentially beyond the scope of 

this thesis. Nevertheless, I believe that a brief examina 

tion of each of these episodes is necessary if one is to see 

Roberts in the context of the whole drama. 

The Annual Conferences of 1893 - 1894 

Roberts' death came about twenty months before the 

delegates to Free Methodism's ninth General Conference assem 

bled, in October of 1894 . After his death but before the 

General Conference of 1894, delegates to Free Methodism's 

annual conferences were given the opportunity to vote simply 

"yes" or "no" as to whether or not they favored the ordination 

of women. In at least two cases, the vote was taken in 1893 . 1 

At least seventeen conferences voted in 1894 . 2 I have not 

been able to locate the results of the vote taken in ten other 

conferences, although I cannot doubt that the express instruc 

tions of the General Conference of 1890 in that regard were 

carried out . 3 My tabulation of the results of the vote taken 

in those conferences whose records I uncovered shows 304 votes 

favorable to the ordination of women and 370 opposed. 4 In 

ten conferences the majority voted for ordination; in eight 

conferences the majority opposed ordination; in one conference 

the vote was tied. My partial sampling of the results of the 
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vote taken in Free Methodism's annual conferences in 18~3 -

1894 reveals that opposition to the ordination of women was 

then, and at that level, even stronger than it had been at 

the General Conference of 1890 . 

The General Conference of 1894 

The question as it was put to the delegates of the 

General Conference of 1894 was, "Do you believe in the ordin

ation of women?" Such an expression of personal sentiment 

had, of course, no legislative teeth . But a decisive vote, 

one way or the other, would give leaders of both camps some 

thing to build upon in plotting their future strategy . 5 

Fourteen people spoke to the issue in a spirited three and 

one - half hours of debate th a t were as intense as any in the 

entire history of the General Conferences . 6 The delegates 

did not believe in the ordination of women . The vote was 

almo~ two to one, clergy and laity alike . 7 What had seemed 

apparent, in the annual conference vote, was, at the General 

Conference, beyond doubt . Support for the ordination of women 

slipped after Roberts' death, in spite of the fact that his 

volume, Ordaining Women, was av a ilable to make his case for 

him . 

The General Conferences of 1911 - 1974 

Roberts' opponent on the issue of the ordination of 

women, E.P . Hart, continued in office until 1908 8 when, for 

reasons of poor health, 9 he retired . It was the General Con

ference of 1911, held just three years later, which finally 

provided ordination for Free Methodism's qualified women . 

Women could then be ordained as deacon with the understanding 

that that ordination wa s not to be "considered a step toward 
10 ordination as elder o" The General Conference of 1974 

granted to women "equal status with men in the ministry of 
. the church . 1111 

'f 



Summary 

If votes taken on the annual conference and General 

Conference levels are a valid measurement, support within 

Free Methodism for the ordination of women slipped quickly 

and dramatically after the death of B. T. Roberts, in spite 

of the circulation of his volume, Ordaining Women . By the 

same token, a limited ordination was afforded to women 

preachers only three years after the retirement of Roberts' 

chief opponent on the issue, E. P . Hart . Full equality with 

men in the ministry of the Free Methodist Church was effected 

by the General Conference of 1974. 
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Chapter Fifteen 

SUMMARY 

Benjamin Titus Roberts is generally recognized as a 

man who was deeply committed to women's achieving full equal 

ity with men in the ministry of the Free Methodist Church. 

Little information, however, about his career - long strivings 

in that direction has been easily accessible to the casually -

interested inquirer . Not only the books produced by church 

historians but Roberts' own writings provide only meager 

accounts of the denomination~s steady movement toward woman's 

acquiring the symbol of full equality - ordination. The 

episodes of that drama in which Roberts was involved and 

which ordinarily receive the most attention are, unfortun 

ately, episodes in which Roberts' aspirations were confounded. 

These are the actions of the Genesee Convention of 1861 and 

the General Conference of 1890. In the first of these, Roberts 

colleagues put themselves on record as opposed to allowing 

women to preach in the Free Methodist Church. Further, they 

sponsored legislation aimed at seeing their sentiments be -

come denominational policy. The General Conference of 1890 

rejected a resolution introduced by Roberts which would have 

granted ordination to women ''called of God and duly qualif 

ied," and then the General Conference put itself on record 

as opposed to the ordination of women. 

That Roberts' hopes for women were thwarted by these 

two reversals, and that each was a painful experience for him 

personally, cannot be denied. But the fact of the matter is, 

Free Methodism, under Roberts' protracted leadership, made 

remarkably rapid progress in the direction Roberts wanted the 
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church to go; and this was almost always the case because 

any obstacles which blocked his path were eventually re

moved. 

One must look past the half dozen or so popular 

accounts of the history of early Free Methodism to catch the 

sweep of this major movement toward reform in the Free Meth 

odist ministry. Invaluable tools for investigation are: 

the Free Methodist, printed weekly during the period; Roberts' 

monthly magazine, Earnest Christian; the General Conference 

Daily, which began in 1886 to chronicle conference proceedings 

and to sample the delegates' moods and sentiments; and the 

minutes of the annual conferences and of the General Confer 

ences. Roberts emerges, through a study of these sources, 

as a far more effectual champion of women's rights than he 

otherwise appea~s; and the significance · of the setbacks of 

1861 and 1890 can finally be understood in the context of the 

overall success of the cause which he espoused. 

B.T. Roberts and the early Free Methodists had a 

deep regard for the teachings of John Wesley and for the 

methods of evangelism employed by the early Methodists, whose 

descendants they saw themselves to be. Many Methodist women 

had taught and exhorted in mixed assemblies, and some of 

them had preached. By Wesley's reckoning, the successes 

registered by these women were both a sign of the Spirit's 

activity within the movement and consistent with a proper 

interpretation of the revealed Word of God on the subject. 

A spirit of openness to women's participation in ministry was 

thus in harmony with at least one strand of the tradition out 

of which Free Methodism emerged. 

Roberts and his followers were also products of the 

Wesleyan - oriented holiness movement in America, which en

listed the active involvement of a virtual army of women in 

its efforts spiritually to reform the nation. The movement's 

women prayed and praised God in public assemblies. Some of 

the more outstanding among them even preach~d; and it seemed 

to many observers that God was blessing their ministry. The 
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lessons which the successful labors by women in the Wesleyan 

Revival undoubtedly taught to some Free Methodists would have 

been strongly reinforced by association with the holiness 

movement. Nevertheless, the use of women leaders was more 

typical of both the Wesleyan and the holiness movements in 

their early, struggling yearso Each movement's success 

occasioned a certain institutionalization and professionali 

zation. When women were no longer desparately needed, leader 

ship tended to revert to the men. One is not surprised that 

this phenomenon expressed itself again, when those who had 

been zealots for reform within the Methodist Episcopal Church 

became officials within a new institution of their own. 

The men and women who clustered around Roberts had 

been raised in the Methodist Episcopal Church. Although 

American Methodism traditionally frowned on women's preaching, 

women were not left totally without an outlet; the class meet 

ing, the camp meeting, and the love feast provided environ

ments in which women's vocal participation was encouraged and 

nurtured. Many Methodists who were committed to keeping the 

fervor of early Methodism alive felt that these institutions 

were fundamental to the achievement of their aims. Among 

the$e were the people called Nazarites within the Genesee 

Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church. The men and 

women who formed the Free Methodist nucleus in that area had 

Nazarite roots. Perhaps no other religious group of its 

time offered a wider door to women's full participation than 

the Nazarites. Some Nazarite women preached; and some, but 

not all, Nazarite men approved. 

Nazaritism had within it a fanatical element from 

which Roberts and others hoped to be able, by the formation 

of a new denomination, to disassociate themselves. Angered 

by the withdrawal of the Free Methodists, some of the residual 

Nazarites did their best to disrupt Free Methodist services, 

especially camp meetings. Loren Stiles, a distinguished min

ister, surfaced as the leader of those committed to keeping 

Nazarite excesses out of the Free Methodist Church . 
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From Stiles' perspective, women's preaching was one 

of the Nazarite excesses of which he wanted Free Methodism to 

be rid. Unlike Roberts, he and others thought that women 

ought not to be preaching, however active they might legiti

mately be in praying, testifying and exhorting publicly. He 

went to the Genesee Convention of 1861 determined to put into 

mqtion legislation which would outlaw women's preaching in 

the Free Methodist Church. The weeks immediately prior to 

that Convention were notable for the intensity of the Naz 

arite disturbances at summer camp meetings. Very prominent 

among the Nazarites were vocal women. An important vote lay 

just ahead. The voters' exposure to the fanatical behavior 

of women preachers could only have weakened Roberts' position 

when he was called upon to debate Stiles and his supporters. 

Delegates to the Genesee Convention of 1861 were over 

whelmingly opposed to women's preaching, and they said so in 

two resolutions. The second of these urged Free Methodism's 

first General Conference to ban women preachers from the de 

nomination's pulpits. Because this was a regional gathering, 

it need not be assumed that the men of Genesee spoke for all 

Free Methodists; and because it was a regional gathering, the 

resolutions really changed nothing. But they were a powerful 

expression of almost-unanimous opinion. 

The issue of women's preaching never came to the 

floor of the General Conference, in 1862. Stiles, spokesman 

for the majority opinion of the Genesee Conference, became 

embroiled in a dispute with Roberts over the latter's organ

ization of the Susquehanna Conference without express author 

ization to do so. When most of the other Conference delegates 

supported Roberts, the Genesee delegation boycotted the re

mainder of the sessions. Another General Conference was held 

just two years later, after the Susquehanna affair had been 

settled. But Stiles was dead by then, and the Genesee reso 

lutions opposed to women's preaching seem to have languished 

for want of an ardent proponent. 
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Roberts' powers were anything but awesome, when he 

was chosen as the church's first general superintendent . A 

number of his colleagues resented having anyone put in a 

position of leadership. Stiles and like -minded delegates to 

the Benesee Convention of 1861 readily disputed with Roberts, 

and the final vote against him over women's preaching was 

thirty - six to four. The cause of women's full equality with 

in the Free Methodist Church was at its lowest ebb. But when 

the Genesee delegates boycotted the General Conference of 

1862, the cause's prospects began slowly to brighten. That 

tiny conference involved only ten men. The four representa 

tives from Genesee Conference would have required the support 

of only two others to form a majority. The denomination 

grew, other conferences were established, and the relative 

influence of any one man or conference was diminished accord 

ingly . Roberts' personal influence grew stronger as his 

years in office lengthened. Sometime during the church's early 

years he published a booklet, "The Right of Women to Preach 

the Gospel." Its appearance marked the start of Roberts' 

crusade on behalf of women's full equality. 

A scant thirteen years after Roberts' defeat in the 

Genesee Conference, Free Methodism granted qualified women 

a license to preach. Some had always continued to do so, of 

course, in spite of the sentiments of some Free Methodists 

to the contrary. But in 1874, women preachers were given 

denominational credentials . They would be classed as evange 

lists, they would be laypersons, and it was expected that they 

would neither pastor congregations nor share in church govern

ment; but their right to preach the Gosp~l was established . 

The women owed their new status to Roberts, whose ."Report" on 

Woman's Work triggered the General Conference action . That 

the opinions expressed in the Genesee Conference of 1861 were 

by 1874 totally out of date is clear to anyone who reads the 

Free Methodist of the times. Articles with a strong pro 

women bias abounded. Further, historical accounts of the 

period suggest that women began to be employed as pastor -
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evangelists, almost immediately, and in spite of the restric 

tions implicit in the legislation adopted by the General Con

ference. 

The very next General Conference, that of 1878, re 

moved from the Discipline such sexist language as barred 

women from election to the offices of class leader and steward. 

The change codified the denomination's recognition of women's 

right to share in the government of the Free Methodist Church, 

for class leaders and stewards were members of both the 

official board of the local church and of the quarterly con 

ference. The Genefal Conference of 1882 declared that nothing 

in the Disc i Eline should be so interpreted as to bar women 

from election as delegates to annual conferences . And in 

1886, all evangelists were granted seats on their respective 

quarterly conferences . In a mere nine years, by three separate 

legislative actions, the still - young denomination guaranteed 

its women full participation in church government. Samplings 

of the mood within Free Methodism in those years were carried 

both in the Free Methodist and in the General Conference Dailr 

of 1886. Both reveal that, in many corners of the church, 

leaders on all levels had not even waited for the General 

Conference to give sanction to what they saw as a Free Meth 

odist woman's inherent right . The precise level of Roberts' 

involvement in the decisions made in 1878 and 1886 is not 

totally clear; but both came about because of resolutions 

brought before the General Conference by a committee on which 

he, as general superintendent, sat. It was only after Roberts 

had unilaterally interpreted the Discipline to the benefit 

of a woman's participation in a New York Annual Conference 

that the General Conference, in 1882, made such an interpre 

tation official. Roberts championed women's right to share 

in church government in the Free Methodist. His nine articles 

were printed just prior to the General Conference . They rep 

resented his first use of that periodical to shape public 

opinion on women's issues. 
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When Roberts came to the General .Conference of 1890, 

nothing remained to be gained for women but ordination. He 

and the cause of women's full equality in the Free Methodist 

Church had won the field in every battle waged on the denom 

inational level. Patience and steady pressure had eroded 

every obstacle, prior to his arrival at what was to be his 

last General Conference. Even in the crowning issue, ordin

ation, time was to prove to be on the side of the cause; it 

was against only him . Serious and protracted illnesses had 

sapped his strength . And his personal influence, at its 

zenith in 1882, had begun to deteriorate. For these two 

reasons, at least, Roberts could not afford to be a patient 

man, if he hoped to live to see women ordained. 

Reports of the proceedings of the General Conference 

of 1890 reveal that no one but Roberts was in a hurry to or 

dain women . Even numbers of people sympathetic to ordination 

wanted to move slowly in that direction, for the sake of 

peace and harmony within the church. A resolution was intro 

duced which recogni.zed the issue of women's ordination to be 

as far - reaching in its potential effect upon Free Methodism 

as a doctrinal change would be. It asked that the annual 

conferences be given time to consider the matter before the 

General Conference changed the Discipline. And it urged 

that more than a majority vote of approval should be required, 

at the annual conferences and also at the General Conference, 

before women could be ordained . When Roberts argued strenu 

ously against delay, a position which was out of character 

for him, he lost support. The final form of his own resolu 

tion called upon the Conference to recognize that, in the 

light of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, no barriers of sex, race, 

or condition should be allowed to s tand in the way of the ordin

ation of a called and qualified person; and he was willing to 

submit the issue to the annual conferences for a majori !I_ 

vote there before the Discip line should be altered. Roberts' 

resolution failed by just two votes out of seventy - eight 

cast. Perhaps a willingness on his part to submit to the 
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call for more than a majority vote of support at both the 

annual conference and General Conference levels would have 

gotten him those two votes . What is certain is that many 

delegates felt the need of more time before they could be 

sure that the ordination of women has Scriptural warrant. 

And finally, his colleagues, the other two general superin 

tendents, were not behind his resolution. E.P. Hart, the 

denomination's most popular superintendent by 1890, had even 

hinted strongly that he might resign if women were ordained. 

Roberts was defeated but not routed when the General 

Conference rejected his resolution on behalf of women's ordin 

ation. Neither he nor the cause was repudiated. In spite 

of every obstacle to its quick passage, the resolution had 

been only narrowly defeated. A first attempt to put the 

Conference on record as opposed to the ordination of women 

failed . A second and final attempt carried by only six votes; 

and many of the delegates, unaware that the issue would come 

up again, had absented themselves. Further, the issue was 

far from dead; nothing had really been settled. Fully con 

vinced that it would debate the matter at a later session, 

the General Conference mandated that the subject of women's 

ordination be aired at every annual conference in Free Method 

ism before the General Conference of 1894. Thus, Roberts 

had made a national issue of the ordination of women. 

One argument aired on the General Conference floor, 

in favor of sending the subject of the ordination of women 

back to the annual conferences for discussion, was heard re 

peatedly: Free Methodist people had not really discussed the 

matter very much . An examination of Roberts' magazine, Earn 

est Christian, reveals that he raised the subject of women's 

rights only eight times throughout the span of his editorship . 

Only in one of these, and that after the defeat of his reso 

lution, did he argue on behalf of women's ordination . It is 

clear that he had no interest in making his magazine a weapon 

in his warfare; he stirred no discussions there. The Free 

Methodist, however, was frequently a forum for discussion of 
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women's issues; and the sentiments expressed there, over the 

years, were decidedly favorable to women's equality. Roberts 

was editor of the Free Methodist during the quadrenium which 

led up to the General Conference of 1890. During that time, 

he printed ten articles related to women's issues. All 

supported his position, and all but the first looked favorably 

on the matter of women's ordination. Methodist Daniel Turney 

had, for a decade, been writing voluminously and supportively 

on the subject. Even if Free Methodists had not discussed 

the ordination of women very much, they had been well exposed 

to the feelings of its proponents. 

The tracing of the story of women's ordination in the 

Free Methodist Church in its particulars after the death of 

B.T. Roberts is beyond the scope of this paper. But it can 

at least be noted that the cause decreased dramatically in 

popularity with Roberts' passing from the scene. This is so 

at least in terms of the vote taken at the General Conference 

of 1894 where, by a two to one vote, the delegates declared 

that they did not believe in the ordination of women. Roberts' 

treatise, Ordaining Women, had emerged during this period; 

but it seems to have been no substitute for the man himself. 

Even this slippage in support for the ordination of women is 

something of a tribute to Roberts, whose presence and endorse 

ment made the cause more popularly received than it would 

probably otherwise have been. 

It should not go unnoticed that the hiatus in enthu

siasm for women's full equality in the Free Methodist Church 

matches precisely the period of time in which E.P. Hart super 

intended without Roberts. The General Conference of 1894 

issued a decisive statement against women's ordination. The 

General Conference of 1911, the first Conference held after 

Hart's resignation, granted ordination as Deacon to women. 

However important this coincidence is to a right understand 

ing of things, it seems at least fair to conclude that the 

opponents of women's full equality were engaged in a holding 

action during the years 1893-1911. Nothing was ever done to 
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rescind rights and powers already granted to women . And 

Hogue is essentially correct when he maintains 1 "Woman's 

sphere of operation in the Free Methodist Church has bee~ 

constantly enlarged from the beginning . " 

Recommendations for Further Research 

In my thesis I have attempted to analyze the signif 

icance of the events connected with women's emerging role in 

the Free Methodist Church and its ministry during B. T. Roberts' 

lifetime. Along the way, I have made mention of important 

bodies of material in which many, if not all, of the theolog 

ical and Biblical issues associated with this emergence are 

spelled out . Among these are: Palmer's book, The Promise 

of the Father; Roberts' tract, "The Right of Women to Preach 

the Gospel , " and his book, Ordaining Women; the copious articles 

in the Free Methodist (and which I have attempted to catalog 

in Appendix A), with special attention to the serialized con 

tributions of Turney, Roberts, Gould, and Bradbro6k; and the 

coverage given to the floor debates of 1886 and thereafter 

in the General Confer~nce Daily . These need to be compared 

and contrasted with each other, and the issues they raise 

need to be spelled out, so that they can be viewed in the light 

of the theological climates of their own day and of ours . 

The roots of the men and women who formed early Free 

Methodism's Western Convention need to be examined closely and 

to be compared with those of their eastern, Nazarite counter 

parts . More specifically, the attitudes toward women's rights 

in the church which they brought with them into Free Methodism 

need to be identified . 

The events of the years 1890 - 1974 need a thorough 

examination . I don't believe they've ever received one . I 

have reference to the years after Roberts' death and during 

which popular sentiment for women's ordination dipped sharply 

only to rise again. Who . gave leadership to the women's issue 

after Roberts' death? What changed popular opinion? Precisely 

'_'--./-~ . 
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how important was E ; P. Hart's role in retarding the denomin 

ation's progress toward women's ordination? The answers to 

questions like these can probably be uncovered. I'm confi 

dent that it will be possible to uncover the results of the 

vote taken in all the annual conferences, c. 1894, as to 

whether or not women should be ordained . 

With regard to the women's issues, is it generally 

true that Free Methodists simply followed their leader, who 

ever that leader happened to be and whatever position he 

espoused? Does this consistency in following help to explain 

the inconsistency in voting reflected at the General Confer 

ences (1890 - 1894 as opposed to all that had gone before, and 

1911 as opposed to 1890 - 1894)? Did the delegates to the Gen 

esee Convention of 1861 have strong feelings against women's 

preaching which they brought with them out of Methodism, or 

did they follow Stiles' strong leadership? The lack of vigor 

ous response to Gould's call for a general discussion of 

women's issues in the Free Methodist, and the almost total 

disregard of Turney's articles throughout the 1880's seem to 

indicate that little grass roots independent thinking, at 

least on these issues, was going on. Hogg observed that most 

delegates to the General Conference of 1890 - clergy as well 

as laity - were not prepared to express firm positions as to 

whether or not there is Biblical precedent for the ordination 

of women. Many basic questions a1ong these lines still need 

to be answered. Perhaps some will be answered as diaries, 

journals, and letters shed insights into the true feelings 

of the earliest Free Methodists . An investigation as to how 

it happened that the General Conference of 1911 granted ordin 

ation to women will be illuminating. 

There are many sources of information about early 

Free Methodism which I did not investigate: annual conference 

minutes; quarterly conference minutes; privately-owned diaries 

and correspondence. Many of these will not be easy to come by, 

and their perusal will be tedious. But they'll be invaluable 

aids to those who want further detailed information . 
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NOTES 

1Wilson T. Hogue, History: of the Free Methodist 
Church, II (Chicago: The Free Methodist Puolisliirig House, 
1915)7 p. 179 • . 
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Date 

04-16-68 
04-23 - 68 
09-24 - 68 
11-19-68 
09-30-69 
09-30-69 
12-16-69 
12-23-69 
12-23-69 
09-05-72 
09-26-72 
06-25-74 
10-08-74 
03-10-75 
06-05-78 
01-01-79 
03-05-79 
09-15-80 
02-16-81 
03-30-81 
05-25-81 
06-29-81 
03-22 - 82 
05-03-82 
05-17-8 2 
05-31-82 
06-14-82 
10-25-82 
02-14-83 
05-09-83 

Page 

7 
7 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
3 
4 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
2 
2 
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Index of Related Articles Found in the Free Methodist 

Title 

The Female Preacher (Editor) 
Female Suffrage in the Church (Editor) 
Female Preachers (M.H. Freeland) 
Female Preachers (M.H. Freeland) 
To the Front! (James Matthews) 
The Sphere of Women (Editor) 
Light Wanted (W.N. Hamby) 
Close the Sister's Lips - Shall . We? (D.F. Newton) 
Woman's Prerogative (Editor) 
Shall the Church Authorize Women to Preach? (W. Gould) 
That License (W.N. Hamby) 
Woman in the Pulpit (Selected) 
Concerning Deacons in the Church (L. Wood) 
Woman and the Gospel (A.O. Van Bracklin) 
The Right of Women to Pray and Speak in the Churches (Asa Mahan) 
Position of Woman in the Churches (Golden Rule) 
Papers on the General Conference (W. Gould-Y--
From Bro. Turney (D.B. Turney) 
Ordination of Women (D.B. Turney) 
The Question of Ordaining Women to the Eldership (D.B. Turney) 
The Legal Phase (D.B. Turney) 
Ordination of Women (D.B . Turney) 
A Law Question (Editor) 
Women Among the Seventy (D.B. Turney) 
Presbyteresses (D.B. Turney) 
Co-Laborers in the Lord (D.B. Turney) 
Generic Classifiers (D.B. Turney) 
General Conference (Editor) 
The Sex of a Bishop, in Reply to a Reviewer (D.B. Turney) 
The Sex of a Bishop (D.B. Turney) 
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08-15-83 
09-05-83 
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Title 

Deaconess Phoebe (D.B. Turney) 
Ministerial Monosexment (D.B. Turney) 
Query and Reply (Editor) 
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Notes (Editor) 
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To Whom It May Concern (W.T. Hogg) 
A Woman Among the Apostles (D.B. Turney) 
Teachers of Salvation (D.B. Turney) 
Teachers of Salvation (D.B. Turney) 
Communications (J.S. Bradbrook) 
Communications (J.S. Bradbrook) 
Ought Women to Govern in the Churches? (W. Gould) 
Ought Women to Govern in the Churches? (W. Gould) 
Notes (Editor) 
Ought Women to Govern in the Church? (W. Gould) 
Ought Women to Govern in the Church? (W. Gould) 
Ought Women to Govern in the Church? (W. Gould) 
A Woman Among the Apostles (D.B. Turney) 
Ought Women to Govern in the Church? (B.T. Roberts) 
Ought Women to Govern in the Church? (W. Gould) 
A Woman Among the Apostles (D.B. Turney) 
Ought Women to Govern in the Church? (B.T. Roberts) 
Ought Women to Govern in the Church? (W. Gould) 
Ought Women to Govern in the Church? (B.T . Roberts) 
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08-04 - 86 
08 - 04 - 86 
08 - 11-86 
08 - 11-86 
08 - 18-86 
08-25 - 86 
09-01-86 
09 - 08-86 
09 - 15-86 
09-22-86 
09-29-86 
10 - 06-86 
10-06 - 86 
10-06-86 
10 - 13-86 
10-20-86 
10-27 - 86 
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11 - 03-86 
11-03-86 
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APPENDIX A., Concluded 

Title 

Ought Women to Govern in the Church? (W. Gould) 
Ought Women to Govern in the Church? (B . T. Roberts) 
Notes (Editor) 
Ought Women to Govern in the Church? (B.T. Roberts) 
Ought Women to Govern in the Church? (B . T. Roberts) 
Ought Women to Govern in the Church? (B.T. Roberts) 
Ought Women to Govern in the Church? (B.T . Roberts) 
Ought Women to Rule in the Church? (A.F . Curry) 
Ought Women to Govern in the Church? (B.T . Roberts) 
Ought Women to Rule in the Church? (A . F. Curry) 
Ought Women to Rule in the Church? (A.F . Curry) 
Ought Women to Rule in the Church? (A.F . Curry) 
Woman ' s Rule in the Church (L.S . King) 
A Second Reply to A Woman Among the Apostles (J.S. Bradbrook) 
A Second Reply to A Woman Among the Apostles (J . S . Bradbrook) 
A Second Reply to A Woman Among the Apostles (J . S. Bradbrook) 
The Woman Question Again (G . W. Coleman) 
General Conference (Editor) 
A Woman Among the Apostles, In Rejoinder (D.B. Turney) 
A Review (Impartial) 
The Moral Mission of Woman (R. Gilbert) 
Notes (Editor) 
Woman ' s Work in the Church (Mrs . A. G. Warne) 
Shall Women Be Ordained? (Mrs. C.L. Wetherald) 
Shall Women Be Ordained? (Mrs . C. L. Wetherald) 
Is Woman Man's Equal? (W.J. Gladwin) 
Why Not? (Mrs. M.H. Freeland) 
Why Not? (W . M.B. Colt) 
Why Not? (W.M.B. Colt) 
Help It On! (Mrs . E. S . Roberts) 
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APPENDIX B. Graph 

The rate at which articles pertaining to the place of women in the ministry 
were printed in the Free Methodist, 1868 - 1890, is shown below. 
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APPENDIX C. 

A partial tabulation of votes taken at the annual 
conferences of the Free Methodist Church by mandate of the 
General Conf erence of 1890 . The delegates were instructed 
to respond simply "yea" or "nay" to the question: "Do you 
favor the ordina tion of women, on the same conditions as 
those on which we ordain men?" 

Conference President 

California W. T. Hogue 

S.California W. T . Hogue 

N.Michigan E . P. Hart 

W. Iowa W. T . Hogue 

W.Kansas G. W. Colema n 

Iowa W. T . Hogue 

Nebraska W. T . Hogue 

Minnesota/W . Iowa G. P . Wilson 

Colorado G. W. Coleman 

Illinois G. W. Coleman 

Ohio B. R. Jones 

Susquehanna E . P . Hart 

S.Dakota W. T . Hogue 

Genesee E . P . Hart 

N. Minnesot a W. T . Hogue 

New York E . P . Hart 

Missouri G; w. Coleman 

Texas E . P . Hart 

Louisiana E . P . Hart 

Total 

' ~ f--"7.----«,.:J.• •• ~· '. - •• 

Yea 

3 ministers 
9 laity 

7 ministers 
8 laity 

13 

7 ministers 
7 laity 

13 ministers 
26 laity 

11 ministers 
11 laity 

21 

13 

15 

10 ministers 
21 laity 

11 ministers 
7 laity 

17 

3 ministers 
7 delegates 

17 

24 

1 minister 
2 laity 

12 

5 

3 

304 

Nar 
11 ministers 

3 laity 

5 ministers 
1 l ayperson 

65 

13 ministers 
10 laity. 

7 ministers 
3 laity 

7 ministers 
4 laity 

3 

11 

12 

1 7 ministers 
10 laity 

4 ministers 
10 laity 

40 

12 ministers 
10 delegates 

57 

3 

17 ministers 
1 7 l a ity 

9 

6 

3 

370 
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